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Eastern cuts fares to regain patrons
'.Jnlted Press International

Strikebo'.ind
Eastern
Airlines said Wednesday it "'Ill
drastieally cut fares on its
Northeast shuttle and planned
to asll. a federal appeaib court
to order its pilots back to work,
a move that may repre;;en t the
carrier's best hope for aver·
ting bankfllptc~·.
The airIine ..aid it WOUld
slash one-way shuttle fares to
$12 Friday in an effort La win

back passengt:l'S lost since suspended all operations
ground wor!ters went on strike except one South American
Saturday and pilol!! honored r ... ute and the hourly
their picket lines.
. Wsshington-New York·Boston
"It is our intention to IlnutLJ~.
breaUv! life back ir.to this
There ere 62 daily scheduled
airline," said George Brennan, sWJtUe fligtts with a one-way
Eastern's vice p!"eflident of fare of $99 weekdays and $69
marketing. "It is cleat that we on weekends. Brennan said
need to demonstrate to our Eastern operated 57 of those
passe'.1gers that the shuttle is flights Tuesday and 60 Wedflying.'
nesday.
On Monday Eastern
One-way shuttle fares will be

'"educed to $12 Friday wough
Sunday, then rise Monday to
$49 until March 17, said
Brennan. He acknowledged
Eastern call1lol make a profit
with the $12 fere, but noted the
airline already was losing
money.

re~;:::e w~ ~bv~~~1 ~
passengers," he said. "This is
a move to generate revenue
riJtht now .... Our plan still

By Jeanne Bickler
Staff Writer

~~~:vi=d:rn~:Cl=

and sentenced to the death
penalty.
Mrs. Nitz is charged with
first· degree murder, ac·
cording to Williamson County
State's Attorney Charles
Garnati.
Beca~ of this. Drew said
he is unsure ~ the ability to
find an unpr ~judlced jury in
this area fer Mrs. Nitz.
"Rita has the unfortunate
situation of t~"ing thE same
name as a maC! who sits on
Death Row in Menard," Drew
said.
He asked for the trial i.o be
moved to Northern Illinois.
Representatives from all
.nree major area television
networks and several local
newspapers were present to
give testimony about the
amoomt of media attentio'l the
SM NfTZ, Page 5

s.. E.UTE~N, Pag' 5

Report: Loss
of Halloween
good and bad

Nitz' trial
postponed
until May
Rita Nitz' trial on first·
degree murder charges was
postponed from March 20 to
May 8 and her bail privileges
were revolted ty CirCUit Court
Judge Donald Lowery during a
hearing in Marion Wedn~day.
The hea ri ng a t the
Williamso:l County Courthouse
in Marion was C''llIed at the
request of Robert Drew, Mrs.
1'\'itz' attorney, to determir.c
just how much media coverage
Southern Illinois has been
exposed t.o about the case of
Mrs. Nitz' husband, Richard
Nitz.
Drew requested a change of
venue, but Lowery decided not
to rule on the change of venue
until closer to the new trial
date.
Richard and Mrs. Nitz were
charged last year for the
murder of Michael Miley, a

remains tl' overate this
airline."
Eastern Ii greed in October to
sell the prf)fitable shuttle to
New York real estate
developer Donalti Trump for
$365 million. Brennan said
Eastern still expects to close
that deal, although he could
not say when.
USAir agreed Wednesday to

By Wayne W.II.ce
entertainment Editor

The m~jority of Carbondale businesses
surveyed in a recent analysis 01. Halloween's
economic impact do not foresee a loss in
revenue if the city's annual October celebration
is canceled.
Cooversely, findings indicate that closing of
the University for a week in late Octooer or
early November would have an adverse effect
on sales tax colleciions of the city.
The report was delivered Wednesday at the
Halloween Core Committee meeting. The findings were made by the Business Research

~::as'!:f!d~i=~n~y

Herrin's ball
Carbondale Mayor Nell Olll.rd, right, .dml.... the runne....,p trophy brought
homa Wadn..day by Coech Rich Herrin and the baakatball team from the
Mlnourl V.llay Confaranca champlonahlp gam. In Wichita, Kan. The
Salukll took aacond place ,tt... baing dr...tad by Creighton Tuaaday
nlghL r.elatad atory In Sporta, paga 20.

the CoUege 01.
The Business Research Center was commisaioned by the Halloween Core Committee in
January to conduct • lurv9 couceming the
economic feasibility 01. diacootinuing the
Halloween celebratio!l.
The Core Committee will announce March 23
whether it will continue to financially support
the City Fair Days, held each Halloween on
Grand Avenue.

s.. HALLO·.,.,EEN, Peg. 5

Penalties for drugs on foreign soil stiff
criminal charges, such as
homicides and robberies,
Nicola Underwood, public
affairs s~ialist for the
bureau, said.
U.S. coosular officers are
based in foreign countries to
aid American travelers and
Americans who live abroad.
Their duties include issuing
benefit checks, reissuing
passports, providing seneral
assistance and a vanety of
other services to Americans
overseas, Underwood said.
The country that recorded
the most arrests of Americans
for drug·related offenses was
Mexico with '12l in 19118. This is
one-fourth of all the drug
related arrests 01. Americans

on foreign soil, Underwood
said.
Other countries that

Students who plan to travel
abroad for break'! or summer
vacations should be aware 01.
the global war on drugs and
Lhe effects of being caught with
illegal substances away from
American soil, according to
the U.S. Sta te Department
More than 2,500 American
citizens were arrested abroad
in 1988. More than 900 of those
arrested, 99 of which were

under the age of 21, were held
on charges of using or
(losses sing drugs, Philip
Covington, public affairs
adviaer for the Bureau of
Consular Affairs, said.
"Once It. 1.JL'!r'~n leaves
U.S. soil, u.S. laws and constitutional rights no longer
apply. U.S. consular officers
can visit jailed Americans to
see that they are being fairly
and bumanely treated, but
cannot get them out of jail nor
intervene in a foreign c0untry's legal system on their
behalf," Covington said.
Americans have been
a~ted for st.llying too 10Df in
a particular country, 1m·
migration charges, and

WASHINGTON (UFO Illinois Gov
Jam,"s R.
Thompson,
cO~lVinced
Congress will pass an acid rain
bal this year, pressed Wed·
nesday for legis!:ition that
would require all states to
share the cost of the program.
In a meeting with White
HousE' chief of staff John
Sununu, Thompson stressed
the important r-:>!e coal plays
in the state's economy and the
n~ for certain Baiegukrds in

any acid rain legislation of·
Cered by thcadministration.
EPA Administrator William
Reilly has indicated acid rain
will be one of his top pnorities
and the If'gislation enjoys the
support of both President Bush
and Senate Democratic leader
George Mitchell of Maine.
The Rep'lblican governor
told Sununu ht, wants a bill
that would limitfuelswitching,
support clean coal technology
and share the COlt of reducing

sulfur dioxide emissions
amon, all states.
"Illinois citizens are be~
asked to pay their share of the
savings and loaD bailout
througb
the
primary
beneficiares seem to be the
states of Florida, Texa& and
California," Thompson said at

cafl!iot help pay for a problem
wh~ch affects the whole
na~~n." . .
. A~ld ram IS caused oy sulfur
diOXide and Dl~ogen OXides
and ~s been linked to the
pollution of hundreds of lakes,
rivers and streams in ~he
Northeast and Canada.
Th;,mpson
saio
the
legislation will be one of his top
r.riorities because of its
'tremendous financial im·
plicali...l;8" for IHinoir,

Travelers advised
to know drug laws
in other countries
By Olnlel Wallenberg
Staff Writer

s.. DRUGS, Page S

Gu. NY' atuden" who travel
with Illegal .ubatancaa may
find them ..lwe. poHad In
foreign aoll.

IThi; Morning l Governor suggests acid rain legislation
Newspaperfights

I for information
-Page 10
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Drop It Off

Z

Afghanistan rebels claim
seize of airport, suburbs

F!uff-Dry Laundry

:AGfA 35mm Color Print Film
S1 29
12 exp........
24exp ••••••• $L69
36 exp ••••••• $1. 99

worl~/nation

Wash ,i;ct Is!

529·2031

-

ftvclilablv,

To r:-,o Ycur

Campus Shopping Center

Service

2

/ ......<.,.~ .. ~
~--

~~GF~~~I

~~

Limit 3 Per Customer ~~/
~
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST
:"

PESHAWAR, Pakistan (UP!) Afghan rebels said
Wednesday they captured the airport and suburbs of the
strategic eastern city of Jalalabad in a massive offensive, and a
rebel leader said he hoped his interim government would soon be
able to meet in the city. So\1rces in the Pakistan-based Afghan
rebel alliance said gueiTillas attacked Jalalabad, a city of about
700,000 people 70 miles east of Kabul, from four direc~ons
simultaneously beginning Monday.

Jvff~ Laundromat
311 W.Main
7am til Midnight

549-1898

~.

Tlbltt uproar Incites banishing of foreigners
BEIJING (UPI) - Authorities ordered foreignets to leave the
Tibetan capital of Lhasa Wednesday and soldiers sealed off the
city on the first day of IJUlrtial law imposed after the worst
rioting against Chinese rule in 30 rears. No major violence was
reported in the capital of the Himalayan :-cgion Wednesday.

o

I.U..rnMY

WEDNESDAY
THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL ladies $3 AdmlssionCOMEDY!
Free drinks all nigh«

Canada court set to rule on rights of unborn
OTTAWA (UPI) - Canada's highest court is set to rule
1'hunda'y on whether the unborn have a constitutional rUtht to
life in a landmark decision expected to give politicians guiilance
while drafting a new abortion law. The Supreme Court of Canada
will rule on an 8-year-old case involving the country's leading
omti-abortiOD crusada, Joe Borowski, who sought a declaration
from the court that the unborn have the right to life, liberty and
·st'CUri.ty of person contained in the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.

Guys corne keep the ladles

THURSDAY
LADIES' NIGHT

comoany.
Enjoy Free Food Buffet
pm,

Free champagne & admission
for all the
ladies.
Dor. 't miss it gUy s

FRlpAY & SATURDAY
WEEKEND DANr;E PARTY

at

1 1: 30

Hottest dance club &
..r,Yideos in So. III.

)-

Britain, Iran continue at odds over 'Verses'
LONDON (UPI) - Britain announced the expulsion of "a
number of Iranians" Wednesday and ordered the closure ('f
Iran's consulaoo in Hong Kong, a day aft"!!" Tehran broke
diplomatic ties with London in a dispute over "The Satanic
Verses." A pro-Iranian group believed to be holding two
American hostages in Lebanon declared its intent to kill salman
Rus~ie, the Indian-born British auth.,r of the novel considered
blasphe:nous to Moslems, along with police protecting him in
hiding since Iran issued a death edict against the author.

~-

1~N1~"\.""

~~~~----1_~
Carterville 529-3755
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Democrat leaders to reject Tower nomination
WASIllNGTON (UPI) - Senate Democratic leaders sa,id
Wednesday former Sen. John Tower's nomination as defense
8ecre~ry will be rejected, but they lost the support of Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen, the party s 1988 vice presidential candidate. With a
third Democrat firmly in the Tower column, Republican leader
Robert Dole refused to concede defeat and pressed for more
~emocrats willing to back the 24-year Senate veteran.

Coming home for the summer?

Three PLO members granted visit to U.S.

Our summer sessions can help you
get ahead for the fall semester.
i

Summer I (May IS-June 23)

WA- HINGTON (UPI) - Th2 administration Wednesday gave
permission to three members of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization to travel to the United States, prompting a swift
Israeli protest. State Department spokesman Charles Redman
said Secretary of State James Baker advised Attorney Geoeral
Richard Thornburgh to give visas to the three members of the
PLO. They plan to attend a conference Saturday at Columbia
University in New York City.

Summer II (June 26-August 4)

I

!
We offer accredited classes, such as...
! General Chemistry (CHEM 101), Introduction to Computers and Infonnation

I Processing (CIS 120), Rhetoric (ENG 101), H~tory of the United States to 1865

Former rebel fund-raIser give. testimony

: (HIST 103), Calculus (MATH 160), General Psychology (psYC 10 i), Introduc: tion to Sociology (SOC 101), and Principles of Speech (SPCH 101).

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A om-time fund-raiser for the
Nicaraguan rebels testified Wednesday Oliver North once told a
potential donor "I don't care if I have to lie to Congress" about
his clandestine aid to the Contra guerrillas. The statement,
recalled by former Contra fund-raiser Carl Channell, was made
just six days after the White Hoose aide wrote a letter to a House
panel saying he was not involved in private efforts to arm the
i'ebels at a time when Congress had banned official U.S.
assistance.

You can register in person or by phone ...
Munday-Thursday, 8 a.m.-8:30 p.m. and Friday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
The college will be closed on Good Friday, March 24.

Classes are offered in Joliet, Bolingbrook and Romeoville

Space shuttle cleared for March 13 blastoff
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. (UPl) NASA managers
Wednesday cleared the shutUe Discovery for blastoff Monday on
the year's fU"llt sbutUe flight, an oft-de1ayed mission to carry a
$100 million satl>Jlite into orbil The launch date, Discovery's
second in less than one week, was announced after engineers
completed replacing and testing a critical computer part that
! failed earlier this week.

Tuition per credit hour: $23 plus a $2 student service fee
A $10 non-refundable registration fee is charged each session.

Call or write for a class schedule or information, ask for Lou.
(815) 744-JJCl
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By Alicia Hili
StaffWnter

S18ft PhoID by SteM Merritt

Groundwc,rk
Mlk. McCoilum, foreground, of B.nton, and &co" Uri of Anna, lay and joint
pip•• that will hou •• the cab I.. and wlrea of a new communication.
.atelllt. rK.lver (Ush behind the Communications Building Wednesday.
They are employ..s of FW Electric In Benton.

Arnold Barton, University professor
of history w:ll receive an honorary
degree from Sweden's University of
Uppsala in June.
The honor acknowledges Bartvn's
Expertise in 18th and early 19th centur)
Swedish and Scandinavian history and
in Swedish-American his tory.
On first impression, one might think
Arnold Barton's romance with Sweden
was inspired hy his wife Aina, a native
of Solna, Sweden. This assumption,
however,is false, he says.
"Although my wife has kept my
inrerest in Sweden alive through the
years, I was fascinated with the
country befo;-e we met,"Barton said.
Barton, whose great-grandfather
emigrated from Swede·n in 1867, said
his interest in Swedish history was
sparked at an early age by his
father."My father was very proud of
his history."
David Werlich, chairman of the
University's history department,
said, "!:'or someone specializing in
Swedish history, this degree is the
highest honor ~ible from one of the
great universities i>f the world."
Barton has been rewarded for
previO!1S work in Swedish studies.
Last year, Barton was selected as
Swedish-American of the Year by the
Vasa Order of America and the
Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The Vasa Order, a Swedish-American
social and cultural society, has lodges
across the United States, canada and
Sweden.
The award is given annually to an
American of Swedish decent who has
achieved prominence.
While Barton is the 29th recipient of
the award, be is the first historian to be
recognized .
"Since 1960, the Vasa Order has

Arnold Barton, professor of history,
with hi. wife Alna during • trip to
Swed.n last summer. A Swedish
unlyerslty Is honoring Barton for hilS
expertise In Scandinavian history.

recognized many politicians, governors and military commanders, but
never a historian. I am happy to see my
profession recognized~'_Barton ~"id.
Barton is currently working on
research about the relationship between Swedes in the homeland and
Swedish-Americans
during
the
Swedish emigration from 1840 to 1930.
Barton has served on the boards of
many Standinavian history
organizations and has edited the
Swedish-American Historical Quarterly. for the past 15 years. He is one of
three American members of the Royal
SC'eiety for Humanistic Studies at
Lppsa1a. He also has received the
Emigr ant Institute's Charlotta MedaL
Barton and his wife, whO have spent
the past 20 summers in Sto~h(llm,
Sweden, will make their next ~ip at the
end of Mav.

51st Annual Meeting
(lIthe

SIU Credit Union
Tuesday, March 21, 1989
at the

SIU Student Center
Ballroom D
Luncheon*
Business Meeting

11:30 am
12:15 pm

*RSVP, ADVANCE TICKETS REQUIRED
for those d~siring lunch. Tickets may

be purchased in advance for $5.00 at the

"Home of the Fuji Volcano"
THpRSDAY

WR'ES' NIGHT

5 TIL MIDNIGI'

iii,..
...

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

Credit Union, Student Center Ticker t..Jfficl',
or frem a Credit Union Ambassador.
Call 457-3595 for more
information.
Following the Business Meeting
There will be an Elecrion of Officers.

DOOR PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

Buy a FUJI VOita"'lO, Blu Typhoun or one 01 our Tro~cal
dfln;..s at r~:..Ilaf prtce & gel the IdenDcaJ dm"1k FREE!

~------------~---1

IThursday - 9 til Midnight!
(one coupon per customer)

Egg Roll (Limit 2)

69~/pc

g

i5o

~ 52.00 Off ALY Dinner Entree ~
L
I ________________
EXIJires 3-31-89
I
~
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Governor's attention
brings IBHE around
THE ILLINOIS Hoard of Higer Education retreated in
the face of Gov. James R. Thompson's opposition to
leaving IBHE admission requirements advisory rather
than making them mandatory as of 1993. Carol Kimmel,
SID Board of Trustee member land delegate to IBHE,
joined the rest of the delegates in supporting the
unanimous decision to make standards mandatory in 1993.
As of 1993, the IBHE will require entering college
Crest.men to have taken four years Of English; three years
of math, science and social science; and two years of
foreign language, art. music or vocational studies.
SID-E is the only Illinois college that requires these
standards for incoming freshmen in 1990 and KiIrunel said
that the standards would have been im~ at SIU-C by
1993 without IBHE forcing them on the ttiversity.
At the Feb. 9 Board of Trustees meeting board members
voiced opposition to the mandatory enforcement of IBHE
standards. Board Chairman Harris Rowe said that
Kimmel, as SlU's delegate, should stress that the
University belie\'E'§ in high standards but is a~&in.;t IF3E
dictating those standards. It is an issue of freedom, board
members said.

Letters

Healthy eating habits depend
on knowledge, paying attention
The message has changed

BUT AFPARENTLY, the Board of Trustees recon- over the past decade, "You are
sidered its seeming opposition to the proposal since that what you eat" has been
replaced by "Beware of what
meeting. Kimmel voted against makirtg the standards you
eat." If the first message
advisory and Chancellor La\\'Tence K. Pettit continued evoked guilt in some, the
harping about media misrepresentation of the entire issue second elicits fear in most.
but did not come out and say he is still opposed to IBHE Guilt is sometimes easier to
control.
handle thanfear.
You as a consumer-eater do
Pettit said in 11 news conference after the vote that the
IBHE has been "backed into a corner" by the perception have choices and control.
Some
are known to you, others
that a vote for advisory standards is a vote for lower
are not. Some are easy to
academic standards.
Indeed the whole issue of IBHE control is really a joke, implement, others require
effort.
as it took pressure from the governor to bring the IBHE to more
Much attention, via the
stick to its 1985 decision to enforce ita own standards. media of '1'V, radio and print
Standards that originally w~ designated as mandatory has been dlrected at the
by the lBHE were to go into effect in 1990 until the General precariousness of our food
Assembly pushed the effective date back to 1993. The supplr. Along with vital
assembly and p.\)tests from Chicago school system ad- vitamms and minerals we are
ministrators also began sewing doubts m the ranks of also ingesting chemicals of, at
best, dubious toxicity.
IBHE 8!x>ut the wisdom of manda tory standards.
BUT LIKE MAGIC, opposition to, or at least votes to do
away with, mandatory admission requiremerlts dissolved
after Thompson lent his voice to the side of mandatory
requirements - right before Tuesday's vote.
Thompson said" I think it would be a mistake to change
what the board has done before (vote to make its standards manda tory). I think the board should put to rest any
idea of the intent to go backward. It conveys a message, a
signal."
But the signal is not one of higher academic standards as
Thompson intended; it is a signal that IBHE is behrl.den to
whatever ha~pens to be the most ~tent ~litical force in
lhe vicinity. In the case of Tuesday s vote It happened to be
the Illinois governor; earlier in the game it was Illinois'
General Assembly.
It is sad that the IBHE could not pass mandatory admission standards for Illinois universities for the ncble
reason that they will improve the educational quality of
incoming freshmen, instead of for the ignominous reason
that the IBHE was pressured by the state's chief
executive.

Opinions
from elsewhere
Though our public schools
ha ve been providing sex
education for decades, more
than 1 million teen-age
American girls get p~nant
every year a hIgher
propt>rtior. than in any other
developed country. Two
University of Washington
pediatricians
recently
published the most comprehensive revie~ so far of
school sex education Their
findings are not encouraging
Dr. James Stout and Vr
Fred~.-jck Rivara report in the
iQurna! "Pediatrics" that Lv£"
sliJan,iO: studies be v!'
\i", tiga ted
"ff(.~~t.s

~ex

en student,

knowledge. Three of the
studies found no e:fects on
sexual activity, one found a
slight decrease and one a
slight increase.
Even more striking, the
studies found no overall effects
on
pregnancy
rates.
"Knowledge about your health
does not automaticallr,
translate into behavior,'
concludes Dr. Stout.
U.s. educa ~ors ha ve shown a

~~r~~~i~~i~ ~:;~; tbe:e~!

accll!Pulation of facts cculd
kad automatical;" to sound
\

1·~"l1 ac~er ar~G. ~ !S~f;- d~·C1S:G:-b

,_ uflJrtur~al(iy

hurTl;:.!".

~.'J lJ\-~! 1ild~ ~I::!r;if

-;(:.")rr.

The media has portrayed a
glum picture of governmental
monitoring of imported fruits
and vegetal..les. One inspector
per l.jl~ miles of entry points,
,~ the testing of only two
:..ananas per millions of tons is
hardly effective monitoring of
impGrted produce. Chemicals
banned by the U.S. Government are subsequently sold to
third work. countries only to
reappear in our supermarkets!
In order to gain som ~ control
of what you ingest may I
suggest the folowing:
1. Purchase the book entitled
"Pesticide Alert" by L. Mott

and K. Snyder. l~ot only wiD
you have a working knowledge
of which chemicals are applied
to various fruits and
vegetablftJ, but you wiD have
some control over your choices
since some potentially cancer
causing chemicals can be
removed by washing, others
cannot.

cbJices. There are th!"ee
f81mers in the area committed
to growing thell' produce
organically. Find out who they
are and support their endeavol'll. Your supporting
them will increase the
likelihood that other farm"!'Ii
will follow suit. Again, supply
follows demand.

2. Speak to the produce
manager or store managt>r of
your local supermarket about
your concerns. Ask that
or ganically grown produce be
sold. The supply is scarce but
it is available. To the degree
that supply follows demand,
then crganically grown
produce will be commercially
available but the demand
needs to be voiced and
revoiced Yes the cost will be
higher since it takes more
effort and committment to
grow produce organically, but
we should have choices as to
which chemicals we wish to
ingest. Picture perfect apples
may be just that, ready to be
photographed, not eaten.

4. You can plant your own
garden. A postage size plot will
yield a lot of food. The
Secondary benefits of fresh air,
sunshine, exereise and a sense
of production may be as
valuable as the harvest. The
city 01 Carbondale provides
community gllJ'daa plots for
those wbo do not have their
own garden space. By controlling your own food supply
you will take co~tl of your
own health, a t one level.

3. You can shop at The
Farmer's Market, open from

~f;~~t th:~:~~t N!r~mb~~~

growers will allow you to
question their farming
lllethods. The more information vou have the better
aole you Will be to make intelligent and nutritious

You can use the actions of
your dollars as tools to imelement food changes. You can
'Just say no" to· foods of
questionable safety. You can
be informed, assertive and
supoortive about your food
choices. Individually and
collectively you can reverse
the current message of
"Beware of what you eat" to
"Safety in what you eat." Rosalia Fulia, gnduate
Itudent,
eomm·tnity
development and behavior
analylil therapy.

Freedom of expreSSion meant for all
After reading Mohammad
Arif Khan's leLter on Feb. rr,l
felt that familiar anger again
and decided to express my
opinion. A question for you
Mohammed and tb~ of you
who share his narrow-lIWlded
views: Have you actually read
this book? And if you haven't,
what is your basis of information?
Our freedom

of speech

means exactly that, tile
freedom given to the people in
this country to express their
views and ~iniona. In the
same regard, ttus country
gives you the right to read any
piece of written material and
form your own opinoins. You
also have the right not to read
anything that you feel is of·
fensive.
Yc.u do not have the right to

condemn anyone. Rusbdie bas
the freedom in this country, to
be published. H you don't like
the book, don't buy it!
I am sick and tired of people
who tell me bow bad this

::t~:it ~n;:~ ffJ:J

States of America, please
leavel No one will miss you. Robin HanUI, junior, law
enforcement.

Opillion can repeal evolution, gravity theories
In th:! Feb. 28 DE, StanJP.y
Tucker claims that, thanks to
public opinion, Darwinian
evolution is dying. Isn't this
wonderful" With sufficient
public oplllion. we can repeal
!ho~e nastv SCi(·r.tlfic laws we
ltk,,'
I thlnl: we
1;::\\.:--

of

~r~~':~ ~:JY 1~8~e ~~1~~~

wouldn't fall and skin knees
and elbows.
Then we co,lId repeal the
laws of chemistn so we could
turn alllhost' Woflflies". copper
pennies inlu gold Think of the
tithing which vou!;:; result'
SfI

Plt'~~j->

:-:uI.I:J:-);'t

us

It

shouldn't take long for us to get
every scientist to support
repealing the laws of gravity.
Remember, only someone who
likes seeing little kids fall and
hurt themselves would be
against repealing the laws of
gravity

graduale
thropoiog:,

n,l\ irl

SnydH.

.lud~n(.

DRUGS, from Page 1
recorded a significant n'tmber
of arrests were: Jamaica with
197, the Bahamas with 115;
West Germany with 47'; and
the Dominican Republic with
37, Underwood said,
Once people lea ve the
united States' jurisdiction
they have no constitutional
rights and must realize they
are governed by the laws of the
country they are visiting,
Underwood said
Few countries have a trial
by jury, and m&.ny arrested
Americans can sit in pre-trial
dptention for months under
primitive conditions, Underwood said,
ConditioIl!! in which individuals are put in cells
without toilets or adequate
food and where peopie are
placed with several others are
likely, Underwood said.
In Mexico, the current term
for someone convicted of drug
related offences, lilre drug
trMficking, is 15 years and
could increase tf) 25 years in
the near future, Underwood
said.
According to the State

Department, "Travelers
should be particularly wary of
persons who ask them to carry
a package or drive a car
across a border. They might

=i=~r. become narcotics
Underwood said Llult in some
countries prescription drugs
can be illegal, especially those
containing narcotics.
In Saudi Arabia, narcotics
include alcohol, barbiturates,
codeine and a~~'-,..tamines,
Underwood said.
If caIT):ing prescription
drugs while traveling, Underwood said to obtain a
doctors certificate and to keep
the ClrU& in its original container, with its original label.
Should an American get
arrested abroad, the consular
in that area can do two things
to help, Underwood said.
According to the State
Department, the consular can
first en:ure the detainee is as
safe as possible, given the
l~l rights of the country and
gIVen liumane trea tment in
accordance to internationally

KOPIES & MORE
accepted standards.
The second step is to visit .he
U.S. citizen as soon as poss ble
after the foreign U.S. embE ssy
has been notified, provide the
person with a list of local attorneys and contact family md
frie'lds, but only at the req\est
of the person.
Consulars cannot dem~ nd
that a U.S. citizen be releas~
or represent a citizen at a trill
because they cannot offer leg& I
council or interfere with th~
foreign court system.
Knowing as much about a
country as possible before
leaving is a good idea, Underwood said. Also, leaving an
itinerary with family can help,
should a I?roblem occur and
the persOl: IS missi·~.
To learn more about a
country, travelers can call the
Citizens Emp..rgency Center in
Washington at (202) 647-5225.
This numw clft:llS ~vel
information and a place:
families can call should a
(.roblem be SIlSpected with a
B~s~~::i~.lDg abroad,

NITZ, from Page 1
Nitz C8£e rece~ved.
All media repr.1Selltatives
said that they had covered the
Richard Nitz nisI in detail, but
ocly on days when evidence
was presented.
"We covered the majority of
stor;es from April 11, 1988,
(when the Nitzs' were
charged) to Oct. 28, l!l88,
(when Richard Nitz was
sentenced)," Bonnie Wheeler,
WSIL TV3 news director, said.
"Most of the stories dealt
with Richard Nitz, not Rita,"
she said.

evidence was presented and
not otherwise It has bee:! five
months since Rkbard Nitz was
sentenced, and J)l.lblicity has
diminished to almost nothing.
The Nitz case has not been
handled unusually."
Judge Lowery ruled to
postpone the beginning of the
trial to give 60th sides a
chance to read over the
transcripts of Nitz' tria!, which
have been made available.
The trial transcripts contain
more than 2,500 pages of
material.

States Attorney Charles
Garnati said,"Tbe testimony
heard shows the media
coverelj the case when

At the end of the hearing,
Drew asked I.!le judge to bear
testimo!lY on behall of Mrs.
Nitz aooJt the possibility of

lowering her bail $20,000 to
$10,000. Her bail has already
been reduced once, from
$25,000 to $20,000.
The court beard testimony
from Reverend Donald D.
McCool, a Herrin minister who
has been visiting with Mrs.
Nitzinjail.
McCool said, "I am willing to
stand fully responsible for Rita
until ber trial comes up."

607 S. Illinois Ave

529-5679

4¢COPIES
8 IJ2 , II and 8 In x !4 plain white paper

6 Self-Service COpiers get you In and out fast.

lhe Wood Shop
Sturter.1. Center

YOU

Big Muddy Room

eRN

f'i H K E IT
YOURSELF

The

Ne\'V

Wood Shipment
Is In!

Judge Lowery listened to the
arguments from each side and
read over the laws regarding
bail requirements. He read
that in capital (ases, bail is cot
reouired at all.
Ee then revoked Mrs. Nitz'
bail priviledges completely.

HALLOWEEN, from Page 1 - Findings from the costbenefit analysis, representing
228 local businesses, indicate
tha t sales tax revp.nues during
the months of 0etOOer aOG
November have increased
ovp.r the past five years, but at
a lesser rate Juln the rise of
inflation.
T~ inflation factor canceled
any sales tax gain, a,,;!ording
to the Business Research
Center report.
The report also compares
sales tax revenues of Carbondale to Marion and Mrunt
Ven:on during the Halloween
season. Despite the occurrence
of a large Halloween festival,
the sales-tax totals for C~r
bondale are virtually identical
to that of Mount Vernon and
Ma:-ion, according to the
study.

Irene Carlton, director of the
Business
Re"earch
Management Services Institute, and Donald E. Vaughn,
who handles the Business
Research Center, said 95
percent of all businesses
contacted to participate in the
survey complied.
The repcrt is the final survey
to be c"nsidered by the
Halloween Core Committee
before it renders its final
decisipn on continuing its
sponsorshiJ,: of Halloween.
Vaughn recommended that
if Halloween is abolished in the
fall and the University shuts
down for a week, another type
of amusement or recreational
activity witl':, regional appeal
should take Its place to help
regain lost city revenue.

In the past two months, the

Halloween Core Committee
also has heard testimonv from
New Student AdmiSSion
Services claiming tbe
Halloween celebration may be
burting enrollment.
A public opinion poll conducted by telephone by Jack
McKillip,
professor of
psychology, and Rod Lyerla,
doctoral candidate in
psychology, also has been
l)resented to the committee.
Th., poll silows that 48
percent of the students, 94
percent of the faculty and 82
percent of the residents favor
ending or scaling back the
celebration, as proposed by
SIU-C President John C.
Guyon.

10Qm -6 pm
Drink of the Day - Yoa Kftp the Cup

Rum Runnvr
$125 Rumple Hln,...$1.40 Elephunt Import

TONIGI-lT

EASTERN, from Page 1 -

Repairs keep
street cbsed
Sewer repairs at the
intersection at Mill Street
and Old South University
Avenue, west of the
isldnd, will continue
today.
The intersection and
the westbound lanes of
Mill Street will be closed
because of additional
problems encountered
durin~ Wed!lesday's
sewer line repa1!'S.
The eastbound lanes of
Mill Street will serve as
two-way detOur frr
traffic,
L __________________

~

pay $85 million for eight
Eastern gates and related
facilities at Philadelphia International Airport along with
routes to Toronto and Montreal. The agreement also
includes the purchase of ticket
counter and baggage handltlg
space leased from Eastern by
Continental Airlines.
Eastern filed a n?\J.ce of
appeal Wednesday beforP the
11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Atlanta on a federal
juage's refusal to order its
pilots uack to work. An
Eastern spokeswoman said a
hearing had uot been
sc~uled.

On Tuesday U.S. District
Judge Edward B. Davis in
Miami refused to order the
pilots to cross picket line:; set
up by 8,500 medlanics and
baggage handlel"'& represented
by
the
Illternational
Association of Machinists. The
pilot support has virtually sb'J.
down the nauon's seventhlargest airline.
Davis said the appropriate
remedy for a distJUte COVp.red
by the federal Railway L.:lbor
Act was not intervertion bv the
court but the appt'ultmel't of a
presidential emergdncy board,
which wou!d put the stri....e on
hold for SO days.
Daily Egyptian, Mllrch 9, 1989, Pllge 5

Ethiopian refugee to meat with family members
Catholic church
to sponsor famity's
C3l'bondalereunion
~,

Fernando F.llu-Mog,,1

Staff Writer

After a five-year journey
that included his defection tv
the West from the Soviet Union
·lOd spending two years in a
German refugee camp, a
Carbondale resident wHl meet
with family members next
month.
Samson Derebe arrived in
the United States last September as a political refugee
sponsored by the First
Presbyterian Church of
Carbondale.
OEREBE'S
MOTHER,
Asnaketch Haile, and his
brother Benyam will arrive in
Carl)ondale as political
refugees sponsored by St.
Franci<; Xavier Catholic
Church.
Refugees are permitted by
law to be reunited with their
families, he said.
Derebe's mother and
younger brother are nJugees
1D
Kenya. She asked for
political asylum after 'lloving
to the country on a S"'~h
government scholarship,
Derebe said.
DEREBE'S FATHER and
one brotber wbo live in
Ethiopia are not ailOV'ed to
travel abroad.

Derebe said he left hts
five year5 ago on a
scholarship issued by the
Marxists Ethiop18n government ~o study in the Soviet
Union.
After a year of studying the
Russian language and culture
in a southern Soviet school, he
was sent to a university to
IOtudy veterinary science, he
said.
"Since 1 arrived there were
many problems," Derebe
lO8id. "Not only the CUlture
shock. There was no
CllUIltry

confrontations with members
of a university Ethiopian
student associ&tion.
"I was given verbal and
",:ritten warnings saying that 1
bad to comply with the
revolution's ideas," he said.
Derebe said attending
church got him in trouble.
"I went to chu.."Ch I;!very once
in a while. Tbe cburch I attended was guarded by armed
poiice," he said."U you were
under 65 you bad to present an
ID to get inside the church.
The police write your name
down."

AFTER
ATTENDING
church services a few times,
Derebe said he was arrested
and eacurted to a police station
for interrogation.
"I was reported ~o the
university dean and expelled
from school because of
religious views and bad
relations with the Ethiopian
group,
" he said.
-Samson Derebe
Derebe was told that in a
week he would be deported
back to Ethiopia for in·
flexibility, no sophistication. carceration.
There were long lines to buy
"Jail in Ethiopia is much
worse than in the United
anb~" said t.e also ex- States,"
Deberesaid.
perienced
racial
Derebe bribed a univenity
discrimination.
secretary into issuing him a
visa to West Germany and left
"MANY PEOPLE had never for West Berlin.
seen a black before," he said.
Derebe said the ride to the
"They followed us in the West was one his most
street. Even the teachers anguishing moments.
treated us differendy."
During his second rear,
". WAS AFRAID that the
Derebe said he iot in political train would stop any time, the

"Many people had
never sesn a black
before. They followed
us in the street. Even
the teachers treated
us differently."

police would get in the train
and send me home."
Den:be said he r~plied for

~~calu!sy~~~ e:~:er:
American embassy.
Derebe spent a year in a
refug ~ camp in West Germany before he was sellt to the
U.S. embassy in Frankfurt fer
interviews.
"The refugee camp was not
as bad as ~le might think,"
Debere881d. 'We bad a house,
clothes and food The only
restriction we had was that we
couldn't work, travel or go to
school in West Germany."
After another year in the
camp, Debere learnea he
bad been sponsored by aU,S.
organization.
ON SEPTEMBER I, 19Oa, be
arrived in Carbondale with
Michael Seale, another
Ethiopian rehigee sponsored
by the Presbyterian church.
Dehere and Sealt.: said they
were very grateful to the
Presbyterian church, which
has provided moral and
economic support in their new
environment
Both men said they didn't
feel much of a cultural clash.
Tbeir familiarity with the
English language and the
cultural si.milarities between
the American lifestyle and that
of Addis Ababa. the Ethiopian
capital where they grew uP.
has helped to make them feel
comfortable.
Seale, like Derebe, left the
Soviet Union because of

~~'<X-~
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In The Lounge
Monday Thru Saturday

.
seasoning. npetomotoes. Fresh
cnions. rkhsourcreom. served

_'eam,," a" p"a b.ead.

t

~
~

(Open8pm)

See Our Beautiful
Dancing Girls

..""-,,,,-,-~~~(L ~<O ~~IY/'lIl
4570~:'0304'

516 S. Illinois

political reasilns. He said he
was stud)'ing agriculture, but
doesn't know if he will continue.
DEREBE AND SEALE
attend John A. Logan Community Coilege! work,. t a local
restaurant ana pLin to enter
SIU-Csoon.
"We have many problems
trying to return to scbool,"
oere6e said." After two years
of doing nothing you can't
l".Jlltarta career."
Derebe said what hurts him
the most is that his classmates
will be starting their masters
next year.
"I'm 24 and ha\en't got my
bachelors yet, " he said.
Derebe said he was lucky to
find volunteers to sponsor his
mother and brother here in
Carbondale.

Fridav Saturdav Sundav

ADULTS $2.00
1 . Naked

Gun [PG'13)
2. Scrooged [pG-13)
Gale opens 6:30
Show Starts 7:00

OREAM A UTTLE OREAII PG-,3
'S-lS JWL> 7;10 '-M

TWINS
(S;3()IWYZ;3UJQ

PG

WORKING GIRL

(5'15 IWY ao ,'30

TRUE BEUEVER
(5'30 IWY 7-45 P'45
FLY II
(5'45 IWlI BS 9-4S
COUSINS
(5"5 IWY B.U45

PG-13

MISSISSIPPI BURNING
(S'3QJWY8:OO
TORe'" ~1HG TRILOGY
(S:45 1'1 ..j 1:00

417-. . . .
The Bulbs (pO )4:45 z:oo
':15
ThrM Fugltlv. . (Po 13)
5:(10 7:00 9:00
Bill & T.er. Excellent
Adventure (POlS:15 7:15
8:15

Carbondale

We're History •••

Fashion Designs
Last Days!
Nearly entire stock Reduced for the
last time.

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
Entire Inventory Liquidated.

m1 Ii m~nl5T3la~C;l]
608 S. Illinois Carbondale
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Agents arrest key suspects

I

in illegal alien airline scam

I

LOS ANGELES (UPl) Immigration agents have
derailed a sophisticated
operation that smuggled
hundreds of illegal aliens to
eastern cities aboard commercial airlines with the
arrests fA four key suspects,
authorities said Wednesday.
News rJf the arrests Tuesday
night at a South Central Los
Angeles "drop house" came as
the Immigration and
Naturalization Service announced that its ongoing
crackdown on smuggling
operatiODll will intensify as the
INS attempts to dismanUe
other such nngs.
Ernest Gustafson, the INS
Los Angeles district director,
said the crackdown, which has
resulteJ in the arrests of more
than 500 aliens across the
country, will now include the
posting of plainclothes INS
agents at all major Los
Angeles area airports, train
and bus terminals.
"These smugglers, in my
opinion, are the most
despicable group of people
around," Gustafson said.
"These people in essence are
selling dreaI:lS and giving
nothing but nightmares."
Harold Ezell, western
regional commissioner of the

..

~

Pakastani citizens.
The Tuesday night SWeP.p at
the "drop house" also netted 21
aliens.

INS, said the suspected
smugglers arrested Tuesday
ran a •'very organized and
sophisticated ... operation that
over the past several months
has moved hundreds fA illegal
aliens through Los Angeles
and on to other cities."
The four arrests made by the
immigration service's "COjote
Buster" task force brought to
12 the number of suspected
smugglers taken into custody,
Gustafson told a news conferelice at the downtown
Federal Building.
The INS has arrestl!d 439
illegal aliens at Los Angeles
area airports since the
crackdown began Feb. 7:1,
incbufing four more at Los
Angeles International Airport
Wednesday morning, and
nearly 100 others in Atlanta,
Charlotte, N.C., Boston,
Chicago and Las Vegas, Nev.
Most of the aliens have come
from Mexico, Brazil, the
Dominican Rerublic and
several Centra American
countries. They also have
included Yugoslavia:1 and

i---~----------------------;
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Makin' it great.
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~
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II r-----------COUPON--L~l;::~~~l~~'" ~ =:;:::;;;::
I
- _____ , I
\1 One Medium Supreme Pizza
$8.99
I
I :Two Medium Supreme Pizzas $12_99
I
I

Ezell said the smugglers,
also knlJWll as "coyotes," had
been using the house for
months, netting about $500,000.
"The condition of that drop
house was des~icable, you
wouldn't allow yoor animals to
stay in a bouse with that kind
of sanitary conditions and
people stacked all over the
place," be said.
Most of the aliens found at
the small bouse were fro:n the
Dorlllllican Republic and were
awaiting transportation to
New York, where investigators believe the leaders
of the smuggling ring are
located, Ezell said.
Agents in New York have
obtained informAtion, including telephone numbers,
which may lead to the arrest of
the ringleaders in New York in
the next few days, he said.

I : No coupon necessary thru 4-9~89
:I
I I This offer not good with any other Pizza Hut offer.
I I
IlL'
. ..tDel·Ivery Area
I I
I I lffilte·.s
''l8;P'DOhut, Inc, '1lOIi>_,aooh_no'_ 1 i
I l _ - - -=--~~=
-=--~::. ==.:,,-=--~::.==-.J'
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Come Enjoy The Music!
DANNY &.. THE DREAMERS
50's &. 60's music
Tonight

8-12pm
(No Cover)
Above the Sports Center
Behind the University
Mall - Carbondale
529-3292

~,

1t~~N'\.
THE "INN" PLACE TO BE. ••

........................... .

RESERVATION
AGENTS

:'J!!I:

Join in \hq leader In the hospitality indl.lStry!
If you're looking for Summer Employment and want to war\( a flexible
shift (full time. part time. temporary). HOLIDAY INN 's the place for you'

Jane Eyer

APPLY NOW FOR SUMMER

Tonight

If you have at least 1 year work or college experience and typing of 25
wpm. call Monday tim. Friday. 9am-4pm. 'or de",;I5'

7&9pm

312-932-5806 or 312-932-5815

co-sponsored by
Sigma Tau Delta

, 7W642 Butterfield Road
Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois
(_stern suburb 01 Chicago)
Affirmative Action Employer M/FN/H
----------------~-.-------

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

START YOml CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify to e&m nffioer credentials
while completing coller ,e.

~

ARMY ROTC

TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMAIlTEST COIJ.£GE
COlllSE yocr CAl TAKE..

For More Information Contact
Army Military Science
453-5786

,t" ...... " .... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,"
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mHtllU tit HIlum It Uti I

DON'T
LET
ALCOHOL OR DRUGS
GET IN YOUR WAY. ..
Learn more about alcohol, drugs,

yourseN and how to help friends
who arelav;ng a hard time.
Self Over Substance
Call 536-4441

,

~
~

SboUl our Spring p9Bf F8cilltalor Training.
Palf 01 Your Sludenl Heallh Program.

~
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PSYCHOLOG Y STUDENTS
Association meets from 5 to
6:30 tonight in Life Science II,
Room 430.

INTERNATIONAL STUDEN'.3: the "Turn Around
Luncheon" scheduled for
March 16 at the Baptist
Student Center ~as been
rescheduled for sometime in
April.
SWIM

PRACTICE

for

:h%~i~~r:~ S~~~

will be held from 7 to 8 tonight

in the RecCellter.
ROTOR
AND
Wing
Association meets at 7 tonight
in the Student Center Ohio
Room. Topic: Airshow '39. For
details, call 457-5874.
REGlSTRA TION CLOSES
March 17 for the College Level
Examination Program test to
be given April 11 and 13;
March 24 for the Graduate
School Foreign La'lguage Test
to be given April 7. For details,
call Testing Services at 5363303.

PLANT AND Soil Science
Club meets at 5 today in
Agriculture 209.

,

Leaders bunched
in dog sled race
NIKOLAI, Alaska (UPI) Two women, .tn Eskimo, a
senior citizen and several
other men all were bunched liP
'Wednesday in the lead of the
1,l68-mile Anchorag&-to-Nome
Iditarod Sled Dog Race.
"You can be a couple hours
ahead or behind right now and
it's not critical," said Rick
Swensc,u.. 2 four-time winner
who reached. this checkpoint
first anc left just after the two
women now enjoying a fragile
lead.
Nikolai, the first in a series
of Indian and Eskimo villa~es
along the trail, was buumg
with activity Wednesday when
a dozen sled dog teams arrived
within a 3-hour period in the

ofspeed.."

Dee Dee Jonrowe, 36, who
followed Butcher out, said,
"I'm working bard. I'm having
to be on my toes. It's a long
way to Nome."
Swenson, 38, shrugged off
the small group hunched. up at
the front of the race and said,
"I'm not nervous about it. U's
going to take a few days now to
sort out and see who the real
competitors are."
Two other top mushers
F.skimo Joe Garnie, 36, and
Iditarod founder
Joe
Redington, 72, ran together,
almost as if it were not a
competition.
"We're traveling together,"
Redington said. "There's more
to this race than just trying to
get to Nome. You have lrieDds
and you visit with them and
you IilD together. Joe and I
ha ve run a lot together for
years. I enjoy his company and
I guess be enjoys mine ... and
our dogs are running at just
about the same speed."
Garnie and Redington
finished fourth and fifth last
year. Ahead of them, last year
and this, is SWiss-born Martin
Buser,30.

eaN~:la~~~n&-third of

the way to Nome, ~ ~
from Anchorage, where 40
men and nine women mushers
started Saturday, seeking a
piece of the $250,000 purse
waiting in Nome. First prize is

$50,000.

Susan Butcher, 34, who has
won the last three lditarods,
said the pace averaged about 9
mph. She led out of Nikolai
"going at my own chosen rate

COMPUTING AFF AIRS
workshops: "Introduction to
SuperCalc" from 1 to 2 : 50 p. m.
March 20 in Faner 1025;
"Introduction toCMS" from 10
to 11:50 a.m. March 21 in
Communications SA; "SAS
Intermediate," two sessions,
from 2 to 3:50 p.m. March 21
and 23. To regJ.Ster, call 453-

e

Every Thursday

Ladies

t])ay
2 for 1
I

Drinks

ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
Ladies Buy Any One Of The
Pub's Fine Quality Drinks And
Get Your Next One Free

Faculty and Staff: You are cordially invited to attend

Apple Computer's'
St.Louis

Higher Education Symposium

4361.

FASHION GUIDE model
applicants: All those who
applied. for modeling positions
and have not picked up their
pictures should do so by noon
Friday in Communications
1247. For details, call Beth
Clavin at 536-3311.
FITNESS
WALKING
classes begin March 21 in the
Rec Center TV lounge. The
class meets from 5 to 6 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays until
May4.

Tone
& Tig ten
Y'Jur BodV With the
;-.
European .
Body Wrap
Process

Do You Want To:

SPECIAL GUEST
SPEAKER

LOOK FOR YOUR INVITATION
IN THE MAIL!U

Mr. Kenneth D. Whitehead
Assistant Secretary
for Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Washington, D,C.

Remember To Return Your
REGlSTRATION CARD; or Call
DAVlD GANTl' AT (314) 532-5001

Thursday, March 16, 1989
9:00am - 5:00pm
.At
~~
~
to ~t
~e/~"Q.~"b\J.
II) ~l:IcI
c} 9-~c} ~9-C .....
Graciously Hosted by
11 ~ -t\r, ~llcl
~e<C

~\e~ ..j.e~

~,,\.""

to

~\1)- 9-

Washington University
One Brookings Drive
Saint Louis. Missouri 63130
(Edison Theatre and Mallinckrodt Center)
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Measurements ill Just

One 2~ liIIur Session?
• Reduce Unsightly

SEMINAR SPEAKERS

StretCIIMms?

~I,~~ I~~ a~~;ar~
lu~t;er

1n1ormalion - call

us or come In and see us

Prime
CZlme
A Rest.lUTQlft for All Rl'asotls

Presents
1"hursddy Cruise Night"
fREE Buffet with
Cocktltih
5.dLl<;e Mon.-hi.
t-brgaritas & Coronas

$1.50
Draft Beer 75 c
1325 E. Main .. Carbcn,dale
529-5051

VENDORS

to include:

Cetlulile? • Reduce

Dr. Milton Glick, Provost, IoWa State University
Dr. Dennis Molfeee, Psychology, SIUlCarbondale
Dr. HlL-Iey Meyen, Medical Sciences, SIUIC
Dr. Mark Friaae, Radiology, Wuhington Uni·:~rsity
Dr. George Shaw, MWlic:, Long Beach College
Dr. Ron Auat, Education, Univenity ofKansa!
Mr. Bob Baaow. Journalism, Univenity ofIunSllll
Mr. Dave Ryan, Administration,University of Kansas
Mn. Andrea Charlow, Law Dept., Drake Univenity
Ms. Sueann Ambron, Multi·Media Specialist, Apple
Mr. Sam Wood, Applications Engineer, Apple
Mr. John Patrick Russell, Tech. Specialist, Apple
Mr. Jey Peraonius, SyBl.ema Engineer, Apple
A SAMPLE OF TOPICS COVERED

"Make an Impact with your Presentations·
"Multi-Media in the University Environment"
"CAD SysteDlll: What'. right for you?"
"Grapru::s and Text: Desk·Top P"bli.hing'
·Scientific Software: Mathematic.. to LabView"

18 Participating Vendon Demonstraling
hardware and software to include:

APPLE HARDWARE
Mac fix, Mac SE, Mac SEt30, Apple Scanner,
Apple CD ROM, LaserWriter II NTX.
LocalTalk Networks and Apple New Prod ucts.

THIRD PARTY HARDWARE
SuperMac Monitor, Raster Ops Monitor, Radius Monit.or,
QMS Color Printer, PlctMaster Color Thermal Printer,
Farallon PhoneNet, Kodak DataShow, N·View,
VideoShow Companion, VideoS!lOw Professioral,
Photometric Slide Makf'r, TrueVision Image Capture,
Pace Mark, Numonics Digitizer, Mirna Film Printer

SOFTWARE
HyperCanl. AutoCAD, VenaCAD, ClarisCAD,
MacWrite n, MacDraw II, MacPair>'.
MacProject II, Filemaker II. SmartForm '>crics,
FullWrite, FullPaint, DBase Mac,
MSWord, MSWorks, MSExcel, Wingz.
PageMaker 3.0, Pursuasion, Mathematica,
MathLab, LabView, and CE Software p ..... dUCLs.

Stud~~t~ in businf!ss offered riAi«iMii~~~~~l
1$1.00 off 1/320z.P"psl~\i-~4rpossibility to practice ftb·oad
I
(&

SIU-C, in cooperation with
fre University of Tampere,
Finland, will conduct an international
business
operations program May 31 to
June 28, 1989.
The program, set in Finland,
will feature presentations and
reAdings on the strategic
issues offecting internatlonal
operations. It is open to MBA
and senior level students m
business.
Students are required to
have a backeround in
statistics, marketing, finance,
quantitative methods and
organizational behavior.
Ike Mathur, chairperson of
Finance, will be the instructor
for International Bustness
Operations. A Fulbright
plo~essor of international
business in Finland, Mathur
served as a consultant to
overseas firms.
Particular attention will be
devoted to East-West trade

Two out of the four weeks
will be dev.oted to. traditional
classroom mstruction. A text
plus mate.>ial on CGrlpanies
be visited will be used along
with supplemental library
materials available at the
University of Tampere.

bondale

011

Saturday: April 8

and will return after the march
on Sunday.
Reservations to ride on the
bus need to be made by Marcb
17, The cost is $65 to reserve a
space. For more information
or to make reservations, call
Pam at the Shawnee NOW, 5292324.

SIU students offer
translation service
for Hispanic locals
The Hispanic Law Student
Assocllltion has formed a
Spanish and English translation referral service to
serve the legal needs of the
growing Hispanic community
in Southern Illinois.
The referral service will
provide translators to legal-aid
agencies, public defenders and
state's attorneys within
Southern Illinois countie~,
inCJuding Jackson, Williamson
aI!d Union.

Workshops offer
help on taxes
The Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance senice is still
offerin$ free workshops on
prepar~ng tax returns.
Workshops will be held on
campus from 6:30 to 8:30
tonight and every Thursday
evening, except during spring
break. The workshops will
continue until April 13.
Afternoon workshops will be
held from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
every Mondai until April 10 in
the Federal Building, 250 E.
Cberry St.; every Tuesday
until April 11 at the Murphysburo Sp.nior Citizp.!ls
C",nter; and every Wednesday
until A.pril 12 at Styrest Nursing Home and Jackson
County Nursing Home.

Medium. Lar"e
L'r X-Large

I,
PluD
I umlt one per pizza

Two weeks of fieldwork
entailing students being sent to
specific firms in Tampere for
the ~ of investigating

!\:if~ ~~1~~
program.

I

w1th delivery' of small
Of medium pIZza
2/32 oz. Pepsi s
w1th large Of X-large
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LaC£ies' fJ{jglit

The program fee $2,400,
includes lodging a;;d airfare
from Chicago to Stockholm.
Tuition is based upon the
current rate of S65 per credit
hour.

$4.00
All You Can
DRINK - DRAFTS
& SPEEDRA!:.s

0
•

The program fee does !lot
include passports, most meals
or personal items such as
laundry or personal travel.

o

POOL

51' s. illinois

c,', __

Bus to Capital
takes NOW
to ERA march
The Shawnee cLapter of the
National Organization for
Women will take a busload of
marchers to NOW's national
"March for Women's
Equality, Women's Lives,"
Sunday, April 9 in Washington,
D.C.
The march will promote
NOW's campaign to win
passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment and strengthen
the fight to protect women's
right to an abortion.
The bus will leave Car-

J

I

•

and the European community.
The second part of the
progra=n will consist of
fieldwork in small groups with
Finnish firr.s active in in~tional business.
An optional trip to Leningrad
in the Soviet Union is also
l-'Ia~ so that the group will
be allie to obtain a fi~t-hand
unden;tanding of issues affecting East-West trade.
Finnish flt'DlS are actively
involved, with over 25 percent
of the Finnish gross national
product being exported. an-,
nually. Their firms are particular'y knowledgeable ahoot
trade with the Eastern Bloc
sim:e the Soviet Union has
heP..n Finland's single largest
curtomer.
Like the United States,
l<'inland is considering what
effect the creation of a single
market within the European
Economic Community will
have on its economy.

C~
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\'OW is the time to 'make
your choice. Because
every AnCarved coIle~e
ring - from hands(lme
traditional to contemporary stvles - is on sale
n()\\~ )ou'H he impressed
\\ith the fine f.rtCarved
craf:sman~hip that's
bach'd by a FuU Lj[etiml\\'arrar.ly. And you'a
appreciate the sa\'ings,
Don't miss out'

"fiJe Qualitr
fbe Cn~ftsmal/sbip,
"fiN Rl!ll'Urd }hu Uesen-e.

LfiST DAY

____

L::'~~~,Oa .~.

lOam - 3pm

=~~

Student Center

Pla_~_e_~~~eQUlred

._TI_IO_oe___________
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Freedom of information trial
controversy stirs journalistic
Managing editor
of paper in case
speaks to students

County. Mount Vernon is the
county seat of Jefferson
County. The body was found
July 2, 1987 in Jefferson
County.
Sutherland was brought to
Jefferson County from Fort
Leavenworth in Kansas where
be was serving a 15-year
sentence for his adr.,ission of
guilt in a case for sniping at
cars in a national park in
Montana in October 1987. He is
being held in Jefferson County
on temporary custody.
Krause, the trial judie,
denied the paper's request lor
the date and place of. the trial.
"He said our position is mute
becaus~ the place and time
they discussed in chambers

By Nor. Bentley
SlBffWriter

A denied request for the date
and place of a murder case has
caused thP Mount Vernon
Register News to take the
matter to the Illinois 'iuilreme
Court on the basis of Freedom
of Information laws, John
Callarman, managing editor of
the paper, said.
Callarman spoke Tuesday to
journalism students and
members of the Students in the
Illinois News Broadcasters
Association about the case and
shared his OpiniOIlS about
freedom of information.
"I'm fairly low-key about it.
Laehman Krause (Circuit
CJUrt Judge) made a decision
1 E'Xpect to be overruled by the
Illinois Supreme Court,"
Callarman said.
The trial in question is tlu!t
of Cecil Sutherlar,d, who has
been charged with three
coonts :Jf first degree murder,
a smgle count of aggravated
sexual assault and a single
count of kidnapping in connection with the murder of
Amy Rachelle Schulz, a ~
yeat-illd girl from Kell. Kell is
two :niles north of Jefferson

Dead \vhala
will help save

right species
BOSTON (UPI) - Marine
biologists Wednesday began
the first detailed dissection of
a dead baby "ri~t" whale ill
the hO')eS of. finding clues that
might help them save the
world's rarest species of
whale.
Scientists at the New
England Aquarium carefully
began cutting away sections of
the 1 ,900-pound, 13.6-foot whale
in what is expected to be about
a weeklong process of
examining the IhIswing carcass.
The researchers hope to find
out what caused the whale to
die less than a day into its life
and to give scientists the first
comprehensive picture of the
anatomy of the species.
'One of the mysteries of
right whale biology is, 'Why do
these animals die'!'" said Scott
Kraus, II research associate at
the aquarium coordinating the
exammation.
"No one has {'ver looked at a
right whale DPWOOrn before.
No one has taken apart a right
whale t.his way. This whale
offers I1S the opportunity to go
thr~ this whale inch by
inch,' Kraus said.

~~~~~fi~

~~~ m!!:

!f:te
until the jury was picked," he
said.
Although Krause said the
date and time hadn't been set,
on Feb. 2, the paper found a
document in the public records
tha t s<:;d otherwise.
Callarman said the paper's
contention is that the judge has
ruled to withheld some records
and proceedings that should be
public. "It is totally unprecedented," he said.
The paper filed a request on
Feb. 17 with the Illinois
Supreme Court to gain information regarding where
8M when the trial would be
h-eld, but didn't ask for the gag

whales It'ft in the world's
oce.aru., making the right
whale the most endangered
whale, Kraus said.
One at the reasons the riltht
whale population is so smalland the reasOll for its name is that it was considered tbe
"right" whale to kill by
whalers because the animals
were easy to kill and floated
wben they died.
While preservation ~forts
have
enabled
other
populations of species of
whales to increase, the
nUJPber of ri~t whales has
failed to Increase substantially, Kraus said.
PAic iO, Daily Egyptian, M.arc.b 11,1_

Rat Hole Night

orders on the 8 ttorneys to be
removed. The case is still
pending.
The reasoning in not Sf-eking
for the removal of the gag

25¢ 12 oz. Drafts
25¢ Speed Rail

~e~te!:ts~~rJ:m:~

in the trial, Callarman said.
He said situations like ~
one can usua)!, be resolved by
telling the person involved
what thP law is, but that "in
this instance personal
negotiation hasn't worked."
"The only reaction we've
gotten from him (Krause) is
his legal response," Callarmlln SIlid. He said there is no
way t'uit the tria! will take
place in Jefferson County.
"If by some quirk of fate we
have to go beyond the Illinois
Supreme Court, then we'll
need financal help," he said.
He feels confident that the
chain the paper belongs to
(Tbompson News Papers) will
support them.
"When it comes to this kind
of thing, I think we ha ve deep
pockets," he said.
When asked what he thinks
the effect of a newspaper's
coverage has 011 people's
opinions of trial cases,
Callarman said that only
people. with a prejudice are
really influenced.

8p.m.-10p.m.

FREE

.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some 'TYpe of

Finar,c!sl Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have. data bank 01 over 200.000 listings 01 scholarships.
h!lIowsnlps. g""ts, and loans, representing over $10 bUll",. In pli ...... e
sector funding.
• Many acholal1lhlpa .~ given to 8tuclb.l1II baed un lheir 8CaClemic
interests. career plana, family helitage and place 01 reskl"nce.
• There's money available lor students WhO have bI!en newspaper carliers, grocery clerks. cheerleaders, non-smokenl.. etc.
• R....ults GUARANTEED.

CAll

For A Free Brochure
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"I think there are enough
fair-minded people that can
make a judgment on
evidpoce, " Callarman said.
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There are aoout 3,000 right
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Pizza, Subs, Salads

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
$9 99 Lar;;e Pizza-unlimited toppings
plus four 16oz. bottles of soda
WE DELIVER
FOOD & VIDEO MOVIES
317 N_ Illinois Ave_ Call 549,6150
Student Center

OLDMAN

RESTAURANT
Friday, March 10th

W.t)k~~
-#he ~(JIMe, ~
Buffet in the Old Main Restaurant
Shrimp Stir Fry
Beef Stir Fry

Chicken Stir Fry
Also 'ncludes~ White & Fried Rice.
Chinese Egg Rolls wI Plum Sauce.
and Fortune Cookie.
The !lid MaiD R.oom is

locIfed 011 Ibr: 2IId
fJoc. of !be SIDdall

~"'1aYCS
bmdIMoaday

Ihrouch Friday &om
11:00 _

Jo

1:30 pm.

For raerYabom call

453-5277.

National competition passed;
comedians to get second try
By K Ithleen OeBo
Staff Writer

University comedians were
not able to compete in the
Second Annual U.S. Co':':~e
Come<:y Competition Monday,
which was canceled becau.t;e of
bad weather How€'!er, a local
ccmpt>,ton will be held later
this month, Arnie Riech,
Sboaeni Programming Council
:axrrive arts chairwoman,
"We knew we wouldn't be
able 00 get in with the national
comyetition blit we will hold
the local competitior.. We will
receive support irom the
national organization, but
what !tind is unknown," she
said.
Riech said it is possible tha~
the national organization may
send a comedian to hast the
University competition, but
nothing is certain.
She said University

comedians will receive some
&ational attention even thougb
they will not l;I! able to participate in the natiollP.l competition.
"We will tape the Mmpetitors' routines and send
them to the company that will
judge the national competition. That way, if they see
anything ~ like, they can
give \If a call, 'Riech said.
"We were told people (the
crew from· the national
organization) in the C&ravan
coming down here from
Northern Illinois couldn't
make it. Then, we got a call at
2 p.m. that they were l1ere, but
we'd already cancelE.d it. The
national organization hadn't
contacted them," Riech said.
She said all of the local
competitors we~ notiiied an!!
all said tht>y could not make it
because of the wf'.ather.
At 99 other universities

nationwide, the national
competition giVElli students a
chance to compek for an
expe1lSt.~oaid trip for two to
New York, which is where the
winner will perform at a
comedy c~ub.
Last year, 600 people came
to see routines of 19 aspirin~,
stand-up comedi9ns. ThiS
year, nine participants signed
up.
For the local competitio-..,
the SPC will offer Its own
F"\I.IllIY Dawg Bone Award as a

rewar<!;.The SPC will ju~e the
com~ __ C!"5 on the baSIS of
creativity, originality,
audience response and appearance, Riech said.
First place is a $50 cash prize
with a plaque. Second- and
third-place prizes will be
awarded, 'lut prizes l"ve not
been determined yet, Riech
said.

British hit
to play on
Broadway

-

• Pony

.fivia

to $80

3499
.

anythingbeyoodamodestnm.~·

However, if you tore aasilv
amused, "Run for Your Wife"
mar just be your coppa
TwinL-.g's. Preview audiences
loved it, giving it good word of
mouth before the Tuesday

ACCOUNTING. FINANCE. ANT)
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS
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Eo<periencd
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c-taet.I

• Earn M:=z'

POSITION MAY QUALIFY A3 SUMMl!R INTHRNSHIP

DI!iIY 5ERYI:E5. ~
6.J2."~""''''.JDI
0 . PWIIM. n. WQI6
(~l~)

600 JMritI

106 s. n ~ .. CarbondaJe (aao.. from old [Taln d<!oov
Mon-Thu.. 10-6 FM &. Sat 10-9 ~un 1·5 529-

S~kICURRENC~~NGE

~
WESTERN UNION

CHECkS CASHED

• 1990 Passenger Car &. Motorcycle
Renewal stickers
• Pttvate MaIlboxes for rent
• Title &. Registration
Service

• Travelers Checks
• Notary Public
• Money Orders

lau Shopping Center b-o~linois, Larbondale 549.320

LUNCH COMBO SPECIAL

to bring any color or vanety to

pjay a hyperactive philanderer.
Cooney's understated approach fa Smith is in COt)trut
to the slapstick dash given the
role of Stanley Gardner,
Smith's pushy upstairs
neighbor and would-be friend,
by veteran American farceur
Paxton Whitehead.
Whitehead, last seen on
Broadway in "Noises Off," is
the master of the slow take
followed by panic involving
considerable physical agility,
such as diving under a couch
a

$2.95

Dine In - Carry Out 0f Catered
"Over 90% of our enrrees n:commended
Dy the American Heart Association
Free Delivery within '5 Mile Radius

•

549-7231

El."tablished in 1979, the Lindell W. Sturgis Memurial
Public Service Award. is presented by the SIU Board of
Trustees to an employee of SIUC to recognize public
service efforts· contributiODS to the community, area,
state 01" nation - hased upon activities 'Jnrelated to his/her
job responsibilities.

Deadline for nominations: March 15, 1989

Please direct nominations to:
Mr. Jack R. Dyer
Committee Chairperson
University Relations
913 S. Oakland

HJ-Oaoo

~

For more i!lfonnation, please caU453-5306.
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CONTEST PIAI,O
SALE
~

Lowest Price

Turkczy
Seminar
Tonight. 7pm - ?
From The Pro Staff of Quaker Boy, Inc.

his mind, and Ray Cooner fails

the thankless role he bas
created. He also is too old to

.New Bahmce

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

..... ATTENTION -

Call T.-day

~~a:e:r:o ~~eson1~

----.",.

MEMORIAL PUBLIC SERVICE
AWARD

opening.

Ray Cooney, founder of
London's Theater of Comedy
Company, wrote "Run For
Your Wife," directed it, and is
plari.n8 the I!tar role of John
S:ruth, a Loiltion cab driver,
with a mostly British cast.
Thf, play is still running to
sol<l-oot houses in London after
more than s£ven years and m.s
sP.a.wned productions in onefifth of the countries belonging
to the United Nations.
This does not mean "Run
F .... Your Wife" is an extraordinary farce. It is actually quite ordinary, the kind
of lowbrow comedy that
English audiences and quite a
few visitors to New York love.
John Smith is an unin-

-.
.Etonic

S~'1(si~iit

I mile S. of SIU on 51

l'<"EW YORK (UP!) - "Run
For
You:, Wife,"
a
phenomenally
successful
British farce, is making a bid
for a big-dollar Broadway
boffo after being staged in 30
countries in i5languages.
With competition from tw{l
other more finely tuned farces,
Neil Simon's "Rumors" and
Ken Ludwig's "Lend Me a
Tenor," the newcomer at the
Virginia Theater seems to
have a cigarette slim cbance of

~~teba~~~~~ ~ t!!~~

.Ellese

reg

at the

Brown Baa
622 E. Main, CarbondaT:

$5.00 per Person • limited Seating
Questions?
Call

The Wildlife Refuge
(618) 54:J-25:!4

~, :;\~\>~>

~~~l':~~

..,......... ,

(Used J day in
area music contests.)

I

~ Save $1300 on Kawai Consoles

~ New Pianos Low as $1488
~Samick Electric Grand $2895
~Kimball La Petite Grand
reg. $6350 Sale

$3898

PIANO RENTAL
Low as $25 per month.
I year rent may apply to
purchase during nl?xt
year's contest sale.

BYASSEE KEYBOARD
521 W. MAIN ST. • MARION,IlL 62959

618/993-8562 • 1-800-888-3112
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Smorgasbord of mask, mime
dance and comedy in Imago
By Wayne Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Is it

th~ter,

mime, comedy,
dance or illusion?
Imago, nationally acclaimed
masters of live human
animation, will bring their own
brand of acrobatics and
'. i1medy
to
Shryock
Auditorium Aprill.
The Imago troupe mbi:~

~~~~~~re m::s~!':! ~1~h

contemporary dance and
mime. The show w:.:.l feature
masked performers in a
variety of 12 situations and
scenes ~t create drama
through imagination.
The program will tell stories
ranging from the purely
comic, as in the opening
"Frogs," in which a chorus of
frogs sings "Duke of Earl," to
the bi:arTe. IlS in a skit where
three monkeys F.'Jt OD Joctors'
coats and exhibit anti-social
behavior.

~i1'~\j!;':~
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KOPIES
& MORE
607 S. Illinois Ave
529-5679
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$16
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Our larg'_ selection of quail!)' paper with matching envelopes as well as
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religious beliefs.
and·
. " ,.P
.
Ancient Gret-k
Japanese
b.t.ulti theater
also used
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _-=--'-_ _ _ _ _-'-_ _ _ _ _-=='
masks along with m(,vement to
Photo court••,
SlIrrock Auclllcwtum
tell stones.
Imago troupe memben Beverly Schuater, Bill AobInaon and
Formerly called Theatre Mart Greenfield reh..,.. "Frogs, .. a scene from Imago's mask
Mask Ensemble, Imago is thNt.r performance, which will be performed at 8 p.m.
based in Portland, Ore., and Saturday April 1 at Shryock Auditorium.
has been together since 19'11l,
under the direction of carol theater.
how to bring a mask to life.
Uselman and Jerry Mouawa 1,
"If the exercise is suc"We want people to have a
who were influenced by positive relationship with cessful," Uselman said,
Fren~h mime and Italian
what's happening onstage," ".:here's a moment when the
comedy as undergraduates.
Mouawad said. "I think character is there without the
Tbe liuo creates all of audiences want to empathize actor behind the mask."
Imago's masks and costumes with the characters."
In addition to working with
from materiais such as papier·
Mouawad and Uselman said the masks, company members
macbe, wood, piilster, their characters evolve must have solid dance:iberglass, rubber and foam.
naturally, often taking their movement experience.
Because Imago tours ex- personalities from the shape ?f
"The first thiJIi we look for
tensively. ille program's story the masks
in our auditions is acting
lines are important to avoid
ability,
followed by dancing
In workrhops conducted
confusing audiences who are across the country, Mouawad and acrobatics," Mouawad
unaccustomed to mask and Uselman teach students said.

0'

Attempts to preseRVe ozone layer
delayed by international conflicts
LONDON (uPll International efforts to save the
vital ozone layer could be
seriously endangered unless
the indus .rialized na tions and
the Third World can work out
differencf'S over their conflicting attitudes toward
development.
The issue came to the
forefront this week at a 123nc: tion confert;oce on the ozone
p.oblem, amid dire predict\ons for the future of
humankind.
The United States and the 12·
nation European Comrr.unity
pushed for accelerated efforts
iJan most chloroflurocarbons, also called CFCs.
3lamed for deplt:ting ozone,
which absorbs cancer-eausing
ultraviolet radia'ion from the
sun, CFCs are widely used in
refrigerators and air conditioning,
in
aerosol
propellants, as solvents and in
producing styrofoam containers lor the fast-food industry.
It was apparent, however,
that the developing worid does
not fuli? agree on the subject,
With few Third World nations
exprt:ssing Vi Jlingne!>s to
move toward banningCFCs.
The reason lies in different
stages of development.
As Third World countries are
fond of pointing out, Western
nations ravaged tbe environment - polluting the
atmosphere and waterways,
destroying forests and dumping toxic wastes - aU in the

It is likely thdt CFC
use will end in the
West but exoand in
the Third World. That
WOUld solve nothing.

r:ause of developmenl.
Now that they are
prosperous, the argument
goes, they have gotten
religious on environment a~ ,
want to stop Third Vi':-id
nations from similarly explaiting resources to advance
their economies.
China's Liu Ming Pu told the
conference, "The developed
world's accumulation of a
great amount of wealth was
aacncdompaesrutru'edctiboYn thofe pothlleUtie'0n-n
des
yironment. Now these coontries can use past accumulated
wealth to manage the environment... Such is not the
case for the developing
countries."
Both China and India, with
40 percent of the world's
population and the potential
for vast industrialization,
warned that they would not
ban C1"Cs unless the developed
wor!d provided assistanc-e to
allow them to leapfrog CFC
technology and share in environmentally
benign
technology. Otherwise, their
officials said, development
could be hindered.
Paseu.PeijyE~~~~,~, ,

I"

Other developing nations
also expressed reluctance
about paying the price for the
Wt:St's mistakes.
U.S. and British officials
spoke in general terms about
aid but without committing
themselves to specific ft•.ading.
Unless aid is provided, it is
likely that CFC use will end in
the West hut expand in the
Third World. That would solve
nothing. CFC emissions in
Shanghai are just as damaging
as emissions in Chicago or
...vndon.
Refusal by China or India to
sign the agreement would be
disastrous. Their current CFC
production is minor, but both
countries are on \.be verge of
f:s:~.;~panding CFC-using
Unless CFC substitutes are
used, that output could undermine Western cuts.
Dangers to the environment
rank second only to nuclear
war, scientists say.
As Britain's Prinr:e Charles
put it: "Part of. the problem
has been to convmce the man
in the street that unless the
ozone layer is protected, be
won't be able to stand in the
street without wearing
sunglasses and a thick coating
of No. 16 sun bl«r..ker - and
that will just be in the winter."
Those on Western streets are
convir.ced. It remains for their
governments to provide the aid
that will help the rest of the
world join the cause.

u~
SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL
For just $49.50 each way, you and your friends
can afford to pile on Greyhound. Whether it's
the beach, the slopes or your hometown, gOIng
Greyhound won't cramp your Slyle.

$

Group of 35 or more <.an qual ify for exclusive

99

00

--

Round
Trip

coach occupancy.

CJ/IGO GREYHOUND

~Alldleave-thedrivingtous:

717 S. Universitl
549-3495

Storybook
romance
turns sour
LYNN, Mass. (UPl) - A
schoolteacher who battled red
tape for nine years to marry
her Rassian fiance has filed for
annulment, claiming he
feigned romance to secure a
visa to the United States.
Elizabeth Condon, 45, a Lynn
resident and foreign language
teacher at Woburn High
School, married Viktor
Novikov las~ May 28 after
fighting to obtain his exit visa
from the Soviet Union.
Her efforts included a
meeting with former Pr~jdent
Reagan and an impassioned
plea on the Phil: lonahue show,
'" uere audience members
grilled her on how any woman
in her right mind would stay
enga~ed to a man she hadn't
seen 10 nearly a decade.
In court papers, Condon
alleges Novikov married her
solely to gain entrj to America
and has never cousummated
the
headline-making
~arriage.

"<He) did not intend to
partiCipate in the marriage,
perform any of the duties of
marriage at the time that he
represented to her that he
would do so," the complaint
alleges, The Daily Evening
Item of Lynn reported.
A visibly shaken Condon
refused to elaborate on the
court case when questioned
outside her classroom Wednesday afternoon.
The couple met in 1967, while
Condon was working in
Moscow as an exhibit guide for
the United States Information
Agency. Condon made seven
more lrips to the Soviet Union,
and the couple planned to
marry in the summer of 1967.

But Soviet authorities
blocked the wedding, saying
they had received a letter
claiming Novikov was committing bigamy - a charge
that was later disproved.
When Soviet officials refused
to let Novikov leave the
country, Condon wagea an
energetic one-woman campaign to draw attention to the
thwarted romance, hounding
the State Department, the
media, Congres3, the White
House and international
human rights organizations.
Her efforts paid off in
December 1987, when Novikov
was granted an exit visa days
before a summit meeting
between Reagan and SO"iet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
Noviko)v was granted a threemonth exit visa on the unllerstanding that he would be
allowed to remain in the
United States If he married
within that time.
But Condon now believes
Novikov, 56, feigned love for
her in order to obtain the visa.
She filed a complaint
seeking an armulment on Feb.
~ in Essex Probate Court in
Salem, saying Novikov had led
her on in order to get into the
United States, where he hoped
to further his own career ani
economic status,
the
newspaper reported. Novikov
a chemISt, hfAd been prevented
from worlting in his field in the
Soviet Union.
lf the marriage if< annulled,
Novikov could lose his permabent resident status
granted to tim as the spouse of
an American citizen.
Timathy Whelan, deputy
director of the U.S. 1m·
migratioll and NaturllIization
Service in Boston, said
Novikov could be sent back UJ
the Soviet Union if it wa~
determined that h£ had entered the country fraudulenuy
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For Sale:
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Pans & S.',vices
Motorcycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bicyles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Real Estate
Antiques
Books
Cameras
Computers
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Sporting Good:.
Miscellaneous
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1980 Ford lTD
AI\.1/FM Stereo, V-8, low
Miles clean car
$1995.
1 985 Olds Delta 88
Coupe
'1-8, Power windo~'-/s
Power locks, cruise tilt,
AM!FM stereu cassetle
$649.').
1983 Olds Cutlass
Brogham
cruise til~ AM!FM Slreo
~4795.

1982 Dodge Sportsman
B passenger
1984 Olds Forenza
Station Wagon
1987 Dodge Daytflna
Cavaiier
4 door
19H4 Chevrolet Cavalier
4 door

1987 Honda Scooter
"Helix" 250 CC, water
cooled, AM/FM SlfJeo
30 miles Back rest '
$1995.

1986 Volvo 740 GlE
Turbo
4 Dr., Fully loaded with
Sun roof, excellent

shape
$10,500.

1987 Mazda 626lX 2Dr.
A/T, Fully loaded with
sun roof
$8850.
1985 Mercury G.
~arquis

4 Or. goood conditions

1987 Nova
Grey, automatic, ai't
AM/FM Stereo, sril,
under warranty
$6395.

fully power
$82.'>0.

We have 3 used motor
homes and 2 used
camping trailers
-THINK SPRING-

1979 Internatil)naf Scout
Aucor.-tatlc, 82,000 mdes
$1800.
1'178

Jeep CJ7

77,000 miles
$9950.
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1 Guide. (1) 805·687·6000 Ex!. S
9501
323-89
1198A0119
1979 VW RABBIT, rodio·co"eUe

Aparunent
Houses
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Rooms
Roomm.des
Mobile Home Lots
Business Property
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LAR":;E TWO BEI'ROOM near

1 BDRM APARTMENT. dean.

CotbondoIe clinic. $J6O 549-6125

~RZiSHED EFFICIENCWhr~ ki
1

5'29~jJ~l wId,

~'22is;.

3·10·89

76.1501 W.

WHEELS .....
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"erec.

bed.

d>e.I.

iV. lanp.

2096Anll\\

56

new) from Renou!! Alliance S 1

C'oale. _

080. coil R)'Q" 5.d9·2620
4·8·89
1907Ab114
TRANSMISSION REPAlR. AAA Aulo
Sale. and Se<vieeo. 605 N. ID,noi.

~~~:;J:~r~

iUd. pel> o.k..

n,~' e

20158"'17

2 BEDROOM. UNfURNISHED.
$450· .. 75 no. 6ening Prop<lrty
Monad"fll8R/, 205 E. Main, 451·

bI.;.l..;e..;H.;.o;;,;me~s.;.;.;.;....;.J1

2478Ab 1311"
1............_Mo
.......
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Motorcycles

1975CBS50HCNDA 13 ..... mi .•

;;r
!,"d: ~3~~1~8~.~~~
Oiler

4 pm. 084·013.

~'~~B!ETOWN APrt~~&

I

_

fum., or unlum. Ren6ng 101.

'ummer for 2. J. or 4 peo£le.
~~ open 1()'5:30 daily. ! 29·

2134.
A·I()'89
20688a131
2!)23Pill.8
3·22-82
iNDEPENDE'lT
LIVING
2, 4. OR 3 bdrm, 600'0065. I
For..1. Fum., air. ""'" TV; no pelS.
549·.01265", 457·na2.
4·6-89
20JABa 129
SOUTH
POPLAR
STREET
Plea.anl Hill Road next 10 Soluki
Aparlmenl •• Carbondale. iUlI
Laundromal. Su ........ S16!' mo.
acro.,
Well
Mill
~~~990~ an prwmi_. ~
4·13·89
1971Ba134
SltHI. directly norlh of Morria
MARRIED. GRAD ~r.OF .• 1·2·3
Library. Very a>....enient bcotion.
iOtne two-bedrooml, iOme one~
mo. """" 549-651'8 .......
4·12-89
208680133
pay _ " . """"ing. normal rafuse
removal. >now removal from city
sidewalh. -=urity ligllb. and pall
control. Well mainlained, very
cof!lP4ltitv. rates. SumfMr $1..>0
I'::?O.
~
2966801 28
and
2 ANC 3 8DRM opI>. turn .• DC. mu>l
~,ecilv north of MotTi. lo'brar,.).
be neal and decin, no p.... 457-

I ~':!..~~J::
~~,~i~ill:::n.fi:.t!~Y/5Iki:.;'cl
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5:30.
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INTERCEPTOR 500. SUPERTRAPS
~*.~.mileo. $2.000 080. CoIl
3·9-89
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qui" noi~borhooJ. coil 01... 5

r\Y8 457-7631
4·1()'89

3·28·89
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549-4686.
3·22·89
1960Ba 118
AVAILABlE NOW. 1 bdrm unturn
apI. ConIoct '-i> Pori. Office. 800
E. Gn:tnd, .c57'()446.
l· 24·89
20~78a 120
ONE BDRM FURN. apl;::-;m:

n82
5·11·89
2461180154
QUAUTY CLEAN dOiEt 8Iticiencieo.
I. 2, and 3 bdrm apl. cb.. 10
c:ampu1.687·19:18.
4~·8S
200dBa126
ONE IIEDROOM !! mtle. eo" 01

PIECE UVlNGROO"\'~

one! 4 choir>. de.It• .he"

MANY USED TIRES, ..bo bw "need
$29.99. Gator
Ma;n 529·<302

new li~. batteries,

J·9·8~
195880 115
ALL UTIUTIES PAID in 1 and :1 bdfl11

~~re.-/~';'~·~:

19~

F189

Nicel R.... nogoIiabie.

kilchen. Summer rale $95 monih.
529·2241.
5·30·89
1908Bo 124

NEW COFFEE TABLES and end
tobie., glo» lop•. Solid p ......... ,
$125. SOIid",* 3 pie<:....., ~175.
Phone 6&oI.56OJ.

qui...

;.,,!;;nl~~;~~:" ~9.3~U5:

or 549·1962.

~~ :;mu~f:~:J.=

1980Acl15

~~r6;;. ~e~. i~!Er~~~2

r!~~1ra~e.~~ C~~~~E~~~
~:~.:; Q.S;~s':,rmorfS~:

CJ;!~~ ~I ~ ~~CO;

call 49·7J52 0< 529·57n.

7782.

3·30·89
178J8a124
DOWNTOWN CAR80NDALE 1

3· 11)·89
3846Ba 153
1 8DRM APTS. Fum. 0< ulllUm .• oe.
mu>I be neat and dean. no pels.
457·n82.
5-10·89
384380153

:;'.~ioir~5.~57~=
38388a I 24

3·30·89
APART. 1

HOUSES, ANt> Irelien.

~: :,~u~(u:';..2;.,:!; ~f'.ill:

529·3581 or 529·1820.
4·5-89
206:lBa 128

FOR RENT
Units Available

\\~~~

."R3L

for
Summer So... Fall

RENTALS
Office At:
501 E. College
Large 1 BedroaIDl
Efficiency Apartmenu. .
& Mobile Homes

Clean,
well maintained,
. furnished apartments.

Universit}' Mall
Carbondale

. 457=4422

March 9-12
Mall hours

Housing
Guide

Busting
OulAIThe

_I

1 Bdrm. Apts.
2 Bdrm.
Duplex
Mobile Homes

549-8294
Country Club
Circle
SugarTree
• Energy Efiicient
Living
• Laundry/Pool
• Minutes From
Campus
• Walk to University
Mall

.Eff.1, 2, & 3 BfR
Fur. & Unfur.

Now Leasing

Seams?

Publisred: Tuesday, March 28. 1989
Advertising Deadline: March 21, 19892:00pm
For more info: call536-3311

It's Time
ForA
Yard Sale

529-4611
52~511
1195 E. Walnut
8:30-5 M-F
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Advertise Thuf$day and Friday of any week and receive a special rate plus •.•

3 FREE Yard Sale Signs
Your ad Will appear under a speciol "clip & IOV." cclurY"" ,n the clOtsitied section. Thil column wHl be
cUpped by eager bar90in hunt.f. In l.arch of 'hat speciol treasure.

Print your tlossified ad in the .pace provided. Moll alonv wltl. your check to the
Ooily Egyptian Claulfied D.pt .. Communication. Bldg .• SlU. Carbondale, Il62901
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I BDRM APARTMENT. dean. qui".
well maintained. clo.. 10 ca~u..
gr"oceJi.
laundromal.
R. '1)1

JTo'~9

e. 549·356!>.

i

2

I

efficient $480 available now
and May. ch", 457-8194 0' 529·
2013_
3-30-89
1895Bbl24
INCREDIBLE 4 BEDROOM near lhe

~~':118011<\

3 SC.RM HOUSE avo;l. immed.
COIl-~orl. wo~er·dryer. modern,
$.25 a monlh. 529·3513
3· 2"·89
186681, 120

;01'~~~Ek. ~~';.d ~~!;

Aye. 529·1539

HOUSE.

tt~;'!':~Rr.

~ ':'~~iOO~~~i5Y;'"

5-10-89
CARBONDALE

1704Bb153
ENGLAND

~~..!.~7~~~1IoibdC
73~f.";h;~I,!n~"?8220" m·

3·21·89
17nBb1l7
C'[..AU: 4 BDRM, no 1(4 ..., pe",
walerbed., ~600. Zone R1, 804
OaJdand. Avail. _ . 457·5438.
3-23-89
1729Bb119
11 h f. WALNUT, 5 bd,m, 4

tt$~ ~:,"'~i~~r~;

3513.
3·23·89
1859Bb119
",,'8ORO, 1 BDRM, 9'_" ,"",I, 0<.
' - bolh and kitchen, lenced ya,d.
RV",,<lo"!!.687-1805.
3·10-89
2042Bb116
5 BEDROOM HOUSES, 1176 and

~h~!!.Ei~,1:t 5W~J:j. mo, all

205$ 129
MURPHYSBORO twO BEDROOM
houle. ~toye, fridge. nice
nei~, wale to -.., $180

4-6-1'9

"'" month, Iea.e deposil, "" ,..,. or

Children. 687-4289_

3- i 0-89
3818Bb116
THREE BEDROCM: W.<.lK 10
ca::3:" !!'" heal, wid hookup,

5!9-m;;;; r.;;3_~7!J90 mo.

NORTHWEST

20TI or 457·8194 Chm. 5493973 Norm.
3·30-89
1999Bb124
COZ1' 2 BDRM hOme, peTie<! lor
coup'le.
plaoionl
NW
neighbo,hood, low ~:. Irallie, Ig
yd. $245 pet mo. No pet.. 54931<73 or 529·2013.
4·3-89
I 893Bbl 26
3 BDRM HOUSE ava,L ioom.d.
Carport, wo~er·dryer, modern.
$425 a _nth. 529-3513.
4-3-89
2007Bb126

~s'~~9.4808.
3,

529-3581 or 529-1820.
4-5-89
20678bl28

3-Zl-~

5294_
3-10-89
2036Bb 116
CARBOND'-lE 3 BDRM, $450. No
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120
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NEED"D~'

ROOMMATE

SMOKER_ fa, inlormauon coil 549·
2406.
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2072Bg1l5
WAt'TED FOR

lu,nished 3 bdnn hau ... Ca<peting.
quiet a,ea, $135. 549·3930 o·
529·1218.
4 1189
2076[\0132
NEED HELP NOWI Female to JlQ,"
new 2 bdrm fum 609 W College
apt. 3, 529-35810,529·1820
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3930.
4-11-89
2075Bb132
2 AND 3 BDRM Ho".... Ayail.

2
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=2:aO~~.~:i:

BDRtf~l!!'

Call aIt.r 5 pro 084-4399_
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~-~~RS NfEt35 1!>"L~
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3930.
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3 8DRM HQJSE. Starti,,!! in May.
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land, quiet locollon_ clase to
an S. 51. $250 mo_ 5<19-

~i'<"t",.nl.

util,ti.;

185880119

~!~C; monih. 549-8l:i7BgI17

•. .• ..;;";,......;.;....··,;,JII

~~:,2~ ::;,,"'''(-;='koj

I 944Bbl28
4, and 5 bed,oom

hau- lOr ....1, 0110 2 and 3 bdrm

"':'~~I,:

ROOMMAlE WANTED fOR t-ail...

3842Bdl34

LC;.;.
... •.

t~A1f~?~"f'~~~~

I.

3-23·89

~·. ;.· .'" · .· _D~.· ~" .p;. ;le" x~~·"-

p.".

2474Bb153

3

i~~d.."J ~~J' ' all

~~3:ct~ncy 457·8194 or 529·
4-13-89

fUll.Y fURNISHED 6 bdrm., 2 bCih
carpeled, ce.oI,al ac/heal:
;~h~:n;2. TV No
o-.~~

NICE 2,

3513.

nt~,

flOW

r~lr~=;, ~~dlh!aer:c;~i$'5~O:

faBDR~~;~~~".:A:t~' :::J

kiil', w/ diohw",her, no pol" QYa~
~_f6~-7782
WSBbl53

5·10·89

1 176 E. WALNlJT, 5 bd,m, ..

and May. chri. 457-8194 or 5292013.
3-30-89
189~BdI2"
SEE THE REC Coni... lrom \,<,U' Iron!
doorl Supan, huge, 3 \,d'm, w,lh
private fenced patio, breaida'i bo,.
all appl.icn-ces, energy' efficienl
construdlOn. 5630, avollable Aug
457-81940,529-2013. Chri.
3-30-89
1998Bd 124
MARRIED, GRAD PROF., 1·2·3
bdrm, quiet, unfurn. ac# bw ulilile:50
N_ Rt. 13 E., May-Aug, 12 mo
Iea.... 549-6598 eve>.
4·12·89
2087Bd133
CONT:MI'ORARY PROfESSIONAl
URBAN 2 bdrm lownhome.
cathedral ceili"!!., .lcylighb, «x>l,

~B~~!.~A~~~~';o :~~~

hauj:

ava,lable

'.1

Roommates

=rI.1eS~~ ~:O:~il_Ni~lu~ ~2~'

TOWNHOUSE.

~ effiCIent $480

2OO2BbI1~

QUIET

BEDROOM

~:;:ra~~ !'~~d:~~"h::~lir:~~~:

457-8194 or 529-2013 Clvi •.

:':10:'5
~.::n~t~~f"
3-27-89
3819Bb121

4-12-89

2

I
I \.

i

Townhomes

:~~~,~~t::.c~~~n:~obt.!i~~~

12 mo

GOING fAST; NICE 1, 2, 3 bdmI.
do.. to SIU, fum., -ummot' or loft.

22288<115

~:~ '::i!CY::';. d;7~.15~e

20:3 or 457-8194 Chri,. 5~93973 No....
3-39-89
7.101BbI24
SEE THE REC (en!« lrom )'OUr iront
doorl Sup'.!:. hU(le, J b4rm wilh
private l.nc..d patIO, breaida'i bar,

3-27-89
2C69Bb121
MARRIED, GRAD PRO.f, 1·2-3bd ...., qu'''', funlur., 0<, Ie... uli~tieo

:=~J-1~8::' A"9,

I
I fu9

Rae Center, catMdro! ce.mngs with

~

~~ICE FURN1SHED..A!OOMS ulililie,
mduded, reo~6'oble rates. 549·
2831.
f
825·89
2".Q2!lH

SMAlL 2 'IORM S I 00. lrg 2 bd,m I
$160, carpel ac, pc:uking, quiet,.
Ideal fo, ,Iud,.nl,te:;.hile Ihey 10.' ,
Greg'n~~~;506,
• - - _ 10,

TOWNHOUSE.

ener9Y

C.------Hou~~"""""""'jl
~'I~g~M

BEDROOM

I ~~;'le~' ~t~d:'w~"h~~~lir~~~::

7152

*9

...... fum. 2 bdnn, 1 1/2 bath near

2O!7Bellt

3-10-89

E.

Park. Call 529itJBt'J

fOR SUMMER

207ABbiJ2

THE 'Irm

fum., ac, quiel. Price negot.

549·n66 .....
3-10-89

Rooms

FURNISHED MOBilE HOMES,
r..,lOn06Ie. A,~ for Wallace.
Gliuan Court, 616 E_ PorI<. 457-

6405.
4-4-89

I

• .,yen-hundred block of Soulh

Poplar 51., direclfy north of Morri. I

15738c 127

~~~d~~~ :o:l/i~l:y ::~::ni!l~

I

=-~~r::c::;:
~~
two refrigerators, * .. Twa private
~icj,::;~f~;t=.:::rrei::

More For Your Rent Dollar
Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

•
•
•

CABLEVISION
LAUNDROMAT
FREE LAWN SERVICE
LOCKED POST
OFACEBOXES
FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE
FREE TRASH PICK-UP
INDOOR POOL

i

I

I

IStart Oate _ _ _ _ _ __
I (Requir..! for aIIice u" only)

~

C,ly

~Iale

save mon"}'. Room and board,

great IOtaneil benefits.. airfare.
Call/writ.

9.54

Phone

Nanny

497-1195.
3-2.d-d9
2057CI20
SUMMER ifAOERSI'I1P TRAINING.

..

ttl-:; ~t,'>'':~i'~.cnodib.
3-3J -89

2496(;11S

ALL'NEW-

c::.
DJ-'<
~
j~~

2,3
Bedroom
Townhouses

J'" :' ~ • WASher ~ Dryer
~I

I

'-.

Central AIr &.. HeAt

309 W. College
407 W. CoJlege
409 W. College
50 I W. College
503 W. College
400 W. College
514 S. Ash
507 S. Beverage
509 S. Beverage
518 S. Beverage
515 S. Beverage
51 c) S. RaW/lngs
509 S. RaW/ings

No_ Of Days To Run ______
Classification ________

lip Code

Princeton

PIaa.nent,301 N. Harri"", St. No.
416, Princalan, NJ 08540; (6991

l1U8Bi113

Luxury

a

Lor.-ed.u:

I Name
; Address _________________________________________

f

~8~49.2898.

1~6

dtlbRENl

H;il:, a....
Nob.:d,~ ~t!::

• Microwave
• Dlshw~er '

Cost
Per
Ad

'i::

3-10=89

GOOD WITH

Luxury
Luxury

Print your clallifi"! od in .... space p"ClYided. Moil 010IIII with your che.::k to the
Doily Egyption Clauified Dept_, Communication. Building. SlU. Corbondale, I\. 62901

Ili~m~rjiirnIITImllm
I

~h'":~~::' d:.t:ch~.=
~~';ftr.7:'~
and 4 pm.

for Spring, Summer, fall. 457-

: Dally Egyptian Classified Mall-In Orderr Form

I
I
I

~ !!l,~

dry..-, cable TV, cta.. to _

549·3000'

r----------~---------------~~~----l
J
I

~::'~~a~tii!~
.._
WKDIian. W. oIIw on-Ihe-

3·24-89
h ~3Rf120
ROOM fOR REN'i ,n 4 ~
hau .... -greal iocal;on, Call 5490140.
3-10-89
196981116
PRIVATE fURNISHED ROOMS,
utiliti", included, CMlIraI air, _"-,

I

,

inai.

pool

684-5603_

North Highway 51
INDOOR
POOL

207381.119

BE A STAR with Avon. exira
10 50S commiMion,
lull ti ... 01' part rime. caD Morey
549-6176 or Lois 988- 1326.
89
4)6:
~~143
i:R[sr PHOTO lAB in~:

and
0711
jd;,ectlv north of Morri. lo'b,ar~i,
caI,4S1'-7352 or :;29-5777.
3·30-89
178181114
BEDROOM WITH
KITCHEN
facilities, lab of storage, cenlrally
located, include. uti~tieo. $140 mo.

Pr. . Bu. to SIU

3-7.'J.89

8Q!fUngI • up
,

:::'::i·ti:e!I:~i~~::~. ,yt:"
d(iceFal~

•
•
•
•

2CS6Bk116
tumiil'toa,
negoliable.

1 bdrm

tliitid3WUi,#.•.1

pickup, """",,01 of ""'" from city

Side,Nclh, 18Curily lighl., and

c;;i\

~~:25!Juli~, priat

fOR SUMMER:

SOUTH POI'lAR STREET ~ and
Efficiencies, Carbondale, ;VII OCR>N
W..., MiU St,eet from compu_, in

'6

apt.

,

L__________ ~-----------------------.

Available for Fall &.. Summer 1989

529-1082
Daily Egypuar, Marctl9. 1989. Page 1S

-- (

IIfl;;@ifi·l#j§;!¥t·II,1 AW~ hhe Gentlemen ~ (j"h"I1myGRANTS AND LOANS: $5.000
loan ~milolion. 24 hr. Ii",,: 1-1602),
I
957-8390.
;t.ill9
24nE 117
WRITING. EDITlNG

TYP!NG. I

i

c::,~. ~_~I.,.rrb-w~~ng

B
1

~~~'I~~:
SPECIAL VCRI~r.5;~i~~ IO;jj,J#M@M#'~l
alignmenl fo, $1995. ~I",

~

Ro:nb~~rOy $rV~I.(r~~:r,::~

~"-ltay?.bora. A., 684-62~li21 E122

HANDfMAN,
HAUUNG,
PAINTING. gutten and .iding
Reooonabl. ral.... Cay alter 6 pm.
529-4703.

:~~~
WAREHOUSE S~:!~:
New 6><8', and 7><8', in Ca.bondale
Indu.I'ial Pa,le A57 -4470
.31089
23QAE 116

n::1~~tc~~O:;VfR~~::~n3

~~J~~:t·3512.
2452El.2O
TYPING AND WORD pr""."'"g
paperwork., 815 S IlliOO. !behind

~:~ r~;:\~T00~~~ ~:r
~o~15~'2722

1480E117
HANDYMAN WITH PICKL:p. Will
cleon ho.,1 anything. Trae cui down
and ;"moved. also !'o;lding. 529·

~Z.B9
SEWING

rWW/rojiIIl3M'i§I'i:a
_
I'

I

I
I

I

Beach, low eli I prices on ccmpU5.

drive,

you
..... /I;on~rtQlion

CoJJ

Y(lU

Nancy 5.49

Congratulations
Deanna,
You're our
Lady!

8228
3·1089
17490116
FOR SAl!' 2 .ound Trip licke!> to

Colorado ';"er >p<;ng break, ",;11 ...II
lor S 180. Tom 529·A812.
3·10~9

38160116
6EUYDANC~

SOUTHERN ILUNCIS
Exkavoganzc q9!

~"';'~;:

Gale Show and

( .....

hJ:or;;
S~C::
497·2290.

at door. 985·3356.
~8 I $a
310-89

I 667E 1
AND ALTERATIONS,

;~~~~ fur~ ;jhbri~w!~~~

pick up or.d deliver. coli Scrboro 01

3sr};~·

2OBB0116
TOM AND AMy.. ihOnb 10< (Jjj l"'U
help and ,upp"rl Ihal I needed
iclHo.r. ~e)'OUr 5.t50. CaHN.
3·9:89
~115

2493E 118

EVENING GOWNS CREATED to "I

I

SPHltlXCum

ou and "our ~l)le. Call Br~dal
free cOfuuho"on,

~~.oo~~.for a
3~ 10-89

(

Jun/ors &.. Sen/ors
may now pIck up
applications In the
Office of Student
Dev€'Jopment.

2OB1EI16

~hio.'89457 -68J

.

Iletum by Much 23.

I.MYoPiloUM'"'\! r"The Women of
UFE IS GOOD bul _'Y ",i""'"1 a
baby 10 love. (,.....live prol""""",'

~u~inC::%9~O:a~I:\~
a~
allc,.;.ci>\e _
paid. F<>r dela.1s
aboul .'. coli ou, at10fney coiled.
217352~8037.

Jim and Kor....

3·21·89

1832Fb118

lfT US ADOPT )'Our bCbY We ore a

~i; :;~ :t~~r:ur:!".o::

home
II you can hale U$ our
gratitude 9oe) I~ you. E~pens.e$
paid For more IOlormohon coli
(olleel SI ..... Ba.haw al 312·798·

~~9

~

conectlon

Butler
for the
Margret Griffen
Scholarship

It was aJoo

~~dm ~~:;~:y.PJi:~: at~;
~r~~l':'~i:(~i:r.

I

welt 'Done!!

AKlJ!

~

1989

books and cntu~ues. In s.m.oll
m,d.v""em city. A",,:bIe on .hanng

Sweetheart

Intormatlon With btrthrnolher aboUt
child, Plea .. call U', collecl, 309·

827-3135 weekends/evenin~ or
3·24·89

Kara

37

2046Fb12O

I

~

~

l

Performances
at the
42nd
Annual
Theta Xi
Variety Show

You guys Tealfy
m.atfe us
Proud!
'We •
ya

The Ladies of

~~~

~

~

would like to
wngratulate
our n.!wly pinned
pledges!

Excellent

lob!

I

(

The Women of
Alpha Gamma
Delta

...... ~

Grace Anzelmo

{rhe Gentlemen

The Ladies of

~~~

and wishes
her a

Con~4;2794"'"
21SW, Main

Happy 21st
Birthday

The Hottest

Spring Break
to

Dear Anissa:

We haven't
forgotten you!

Cathy Ursprung

I

~Z

TheMen of

Please
contact
Laura or Jennifer

South Padre
or

Cancun
packages at
$199

~

Transportation
is available

LAST CHANCE!

Call:

.;.)
.'~.

~

Congratulations!

549-5414
Page II, Daily Egyptian, March9, 19l1li

at
529-9143

••
.

It was an
excellent
production!

J~~~
~

)I
I

It turned out
Awesome!!

and

Congratulations

ATO

,

on winning
First Place!

proauction, a!f

I~
'•• ~ ,e WOkJng forwara ~ ~
.1'

~K

Lissa
Kuethe
on fur e;rr.effent

Special

Love,
The Ladies of

A special
congrats to

to

congratulations
to the winners
and placers
this year,

.

Theta Xi
(
Variety Show (

for a
Great Time
in the
Theta Xi
Variety Show

ITKA
would like to
congratulate
the participants
in the
Theta Xi
Variety Show

We'd like to
see you again.

would like to
(;ongratulate
everyone on
their participation
and hardwork
in the

0

would like
to thank
The Ladies of

LWAlways

I

,f

TIKA

Rhonda Minor

on a successful
Career
Enhancement
Week
(<:::><:;.

Pregnancy Tesl'''II

Bryan or Tiffany

OUTSTANDING

In the end
it all paid off.

.(

Conley

PREGNANT?
Call BIRTHRIGHT

BFr8e

(

The
Ultimate Party
Experience

COBA
Student
Council

announces their

:~E~A~fee:~f:;;Em:ruil ~

217·352

~X

would like to
congratulate the

Delta Chi

2028Fb142

~na:~tlz~'

"Jazz hands"
"Shut Up"
IIDon't Forget
to Smile"

-'

bo,n. .....dlCal up
paid.
Legal/confidenlial CaU (2011 652·
71S4Co1Iect
4·25·89

would like to
congratulate
the First Place
Recipients
and
all the Greeks
on their

To the Men
of
Phi Sigma
Kappa

ITKA

Alpha
Kappa Psi

~O~~ COUPlE WlTl~~~li&:
adopt whcte

ilX

Angel~

for the
awesome party
this past weekend

'We Love You

The Men of

~

ilX

The Sisters of
Alpha Gamma
Delta

~

...... -....

'R.!-mem6er ...
[Cove yCr~t
very muc.1..
Love Always,

and

iegal. E'pen"" paid. Call Sherri
and Mike Collect aI312·280- 1837
gilie, onxi~~ 10

Michelle ~ I

Alpha Kappa
Psi
The Professional
I Business Fraternity
would like to
II
congratulate
the Gamma Delta
pledge class
on a job
well done at
midterm
~

'CO"~

would like to
congratulate
all the participants
in the
Theta Xi
Variety Show

1717Fb151
ADOPTION . WE CAN 011.. )'Ou,

I..,.

Jlave agreat,
Spring'l3reaJi...
t{[ miss you!

the Men of

j

. .#~

me wfiat love
reaffy is.

The Pikes
would like
to thank

~

;~{~~:~

~,

~nk~forshounng

-~~~

Congratulations to
Leslie
Williamson
for the
Service to
Southern Award
Jill

for Freshman &..
Sophomore of
the Year.

21 23F 153

~"'"'

'~
.",,..

Bobby Wingo,
J{ey 6[ue eyes!!
You'regor;gwus!!

I

are never
alone.

J

and

ar:~;;,~~/J:ble
GOLD SILVER BROKEN i_.lry,
coin> ~ing ~ cards, de ..
ring.: ek. J ~ndl J Coin., 821 S.

"

-~

:.;:--

....

AK'lr

-1

~c

~

~~\
';
.. ~

You are specuu
to me.

,s,195

......

~,

neea mej just
ca£[ ana t{[
Ee waiting . ..

'Beautyaiu;{
Personality
aomitUltf in the
rrJreams of a
Pike

SPRING BREAK TRIPS 10 Daylono
S 115

•
..

~ --"

Deanna
Dopp

(

,~~

~nyou

hond

-

,.~~

t{[ 6e tfure
for you ana
always wifI.

I

are proud to
announce their
Dreamgirl
for 1989

~A;/;:9 or s..t9'()777383OG: 1

,

I

I1KA

;~~~a~m~~, ~=:d'

t~teJ

_

f

to future procfuctwns..:. J

...,-.;.

the nara
worK. ~~
Uioffl
pa, ~ ~ ~

~

~

Good lob!
~

~

~

Comics
By Garry Trudeau
IlMON(j p.q: NOT48LE.~ J£FfRl;Y
AKHffRHA5 8l£N CONaMNW
70 lOSe- AN !fAR, BROI5E6II~
155lW7etYB.? 7011. B&J:T/NG,
.4NfJ JACJ<J8 COUI/J'3 WIU R&aN£; !iO!A5HeG OF 7IIfi tuHIR
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by Mike Peters
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Today'., Puzzle
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, ....... eo.
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ACROSS

,...",.,-

tRanl',_

16 OOd 0 1 _
11 WInG port
17WonderIand
....t ...

18 AulMd_
20 Social VIP
21 Borl"ll tool.

22
25
2JI
28
31

Turk. IIU.
O,dobouto

OJ,'ntl,

eNg.

Las -

Mlk. flu:

WI'.'

!

33 Fierce peraen
3.c CQn,t.!I.Uon
35 p.ruse

:
I

3S Compo5111on
lEi Fl!l1htieu

i

bird"

40 Lab

"'mer

418,.._

..oWN

1 Projoctlle

42 WleMl

.u
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41

C

unclwll

4110""._.
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61 Undwatand

62 ",.rian city
" urge part 01
&rth

. . Trumpol tone

ocronynt
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'-"'"
:

~

1 "Oln _
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_110 ....

7 And not
• lefor.
• $kJUan
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10 SIMp Ilk. _

57 Joh _k1lm
11 t.af ....tlng
12 Moth
lnMCt.
S3 Nuy ,Iammlr 12 On 0tMI'. 'on
"

Enthuse'

13 Coarw

15 CI.rinets

'8 H. puta you

atat.; aOOf
8-1 Tow.rd ttoe:
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Ie Hartford',
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By Berke Breathed

Mother Goose and Grimm
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Yes, you can get more return
from your advertising investment,
right here on the
Daily Egyptian Cartoon Page.
for more Information, contact
your sales rep or call 536-33t t.

Illinois State cleans house
in league year-end hOllors
SaJukis place two
on second team
for second year
B~

conference coaches, WB5
named Coach of the Year while
senior guard Pam Tanner
captured the Player of the
Year award.
Western Illinois center Gail
Dlask, who averaged 13.3
points, was Freshman of the
Year.
For the second straight
season,
the women's
basketball team did not have a
player selected to the allGateway first team, although
senior guard Dana Fitzpatrick
and senior center Cathy
Kampwerth were on the
seco:1d team.
The team was voted on by
the conference's coaches and

Troy Tlylor

Stai; Writer

The Illinois State women's
basketball team, which had a
16-game win streak at OT.e
point of the regular season,
cleaned up in the distribution
of Ga teway Conference
honors, the league's office in
St. Louis announced Wednesday.
Jill Hutchison, who in her
18th season as the dean of

BID, from Page 20

a ~.~~:r~~~~~su~~~ is
a problem for us," Hutchison
said. "We're going to hiive to
make some defensive adjustments. She does things
that are tough to spot."
Other Saluki assignments:
Colleen Heimstead on LuAnn
Robinson, Tonda Seals on
Tanner, and Amy Rakers on
Char Govan.
Traditionally, the Salukis
have had difficulty busting
Illinois State's half-court zone
trap. Although it wasn't a
factor in Friday's game, Scott
has planned on facing it.
"In the past their trap has
bothered us," Scott said. "We
have to be prepared for so
many things. They are very
balanced, and that's where
they have an advantage."
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Free Pizza

&

Limit 1 per order

549·7811

*

1206 S. Wall 457-45101

IPIN
IPO' TI

Zipps. Ya
gotta love it!

Pick-Up or Delivery

rand Ave. Moll

::i£ =0

Coke~

LG. 2 Ingredient Pizza

"The Best Around"

Beef with Brocolli, Eggroll & Fr!ed Rice
Free soft drink with ad.

Eat fast at last! And t~at hearty too! Visit
Zipps for the world's greatest 99rt burger,
crispy fries,
terrific chili and

FREE Small Cheese Pizza With Order of

Carbondare

Thursday
Blue Hawaiians
Miller Genuine Draft
Jack Daniels
STROH'S Pounders

709 S_ ILLINOIS

..................................

~

~

i BEER-H-BOWLI
iitf
F&
~

~

".

~

BASH

~

!~~
~~. Thursday. 7Dpm-7am

··
··: '*
·

$6.00 per person
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Sp~rts CC)1tct
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Behind Universi1y Mall.Carbondale.
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:

529-3272

:
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MAKING PEACE
WITH FOOD
Chronic dieting, preoccupation with food and
weight, eating disorders, and compulsive eating
are common on college campuses. Explore ways
to free yourself from the diet/weight conflid and
begin to develop a healthy n::ictionship with food.

THURSDAY. MARCH 9
7-9PM
Kaskaskia Room, Student Cente~
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Nissa" Front Brake Reline

~.:"';
~~
$42.63

Give your Nissen plenty
of stopping power I'rith

new brake pads. We'll
also inspect front brakes
and other components

and do a road test. Sor.oe
parts may be extra.

p!ustax

~:

!

Pan of Your slue SllIocnl Health Program

Spring
Brake
Special

~

! Unlimited Beer & Bowling :~

:

~

*

sports information directors.
Hutchison coached Illinois
Stlate to a 16-2 mark and th,!
regular season title. Tanner,
the only guard to make the
first team, averaged 12.9
points
Joining Tanner on the first
team with four forwards, including teammate Cindy
Kaufmann. Robin Haseman of
Western Illinois, Lisa Tyler of
Eastern Illinois and Amy
Vanderkolk of Indiana State
also made the first team.
Bradley's Carol Baresch and
Drake's Julie Fitzpatrick (who
missed six games because of a
knee injury) and Jan Jensen
rounded out the second team.

BO.""i~~~
p.cwcwO

~

"Kaufmann can be a
dominant player offensively
lJEocause she can get on a roll,"
Scott said. "We'll try to keep
the ball away from her."
Fitzpatrick, who led the
Salukis with 59 steals, is most
effective in one-on-one
situations guarding the
ballhandler. "That's because
when they put it or. the floor in
front of Dana, they may not
have it for very long," Scott
said.
Another top defensive
matchup could be the Salukis'
&-4 center Cathy Kampwerth
on 6-2 center Leslie Ferrell.
But Kampwerth's potential on
the offensive end (11.5 Ppg) is

Mon-Sat 11-2:30
LUNCH BUFFET $3_95
LUNCH SPECIAL $2.45*

O~::reae

Nissan Vacation

~~~
$ t 6.95

before you get a
lube. oil. hl!er and

safety check. All
for one low price.

(offel "Pplie5 to alost Nlsua &.. Buick models)

Don Stone - Service Mgr.
Bill Gray - Parts Mgr.

529-3600

Former Saluki Frazier looks
at changes in pro basketball
NEW YORK (TJPI) - Walt
Frazier, one Oi' the most
elegant craftsmen ever to
work with a basketball, looks
at today's players and wonders.
He wonders what happened
to outside shooting. He wonders what happened to
pressure defense. He wonders
about a game overrun with
specialists.
"Tr.at IilT'jts the talent," the
for.ner New Yori: Knick great
said Wednesday. "It starts in
grade schooL The coach says
YJU're a point guard and you
never shoot. It's des~ a
lot of ki('.s. Once you re no
longer playing your role, you
can't make it.
"Who can shoot today? Bird,
Magic. The game IS now
played within 10 feet of the
basket. Today, the defense
starts ~rom the free throw line
extended. We played with
pressing in the backcour. and
hand-checking. "
If Frazier sounds like
someone yearning for the days
when men were men, he will
get a chance to further pursue
such thinking next month. He
and former teammate Earl
Monroe will be among those
running a sports fantasy camp
in Atlantic City, N.J., April 1316.

Others taking part will be
Nancy Lieberman-Cline, Dick
Barnett, Dean Meminger,
Cazzie Russell, John
Williamson, Hollis Copeland

and Sam Worthen.
For $1,920 - and medical
clearance - a 21-year-old man

~r brid~a~~ %:bl: to~:~~
uniform and run a fastbreak
with two of the best ever to do
so.
uA lot of guys have fantAsies
of playing in the same backcourt as Clyde and Earl
Monroe," Frazier said.
Added Monroe: "People who
remember us are probably in
Florida."
And what
remember
are championship teams of
1970 and 1973 that defined
basketball for a generation of
fans. Now there are more than
memones to sustain winter
nights. Tbe Knicks have the
NBA's fourth be!st record and
figure to be a force come the
playoffs.
"Defense is what sets them

ther

~:~;- ~l~i3::u~~';

defense they're an ordinary
team."
Frazier sees parallels
between his Knick teams and
this one' Kiki Vandeweghe and
Bill Bradley, Charles Oakley
and Dave DeBusschere, Mark
Jackson and Fratier, Patrick
Ewing and Willis Reed, Gerald
Wilkins and Dick Barnett,
Could the Knicks of old stay
with today's team~ Frazier
has his doubts.
"They have more firepower
than we Md," he said. "We'd
he overmatched with height

and speed. The only thing that
would keep us in the game is
savvy. That's the thing
missing in the game todaymastering the fundamentals."
One of the enduring
arguments this season is
whether the Knicks' two
premier guards - Jackson
and Rod Strickland - can play
with each other. Frazier and
Monroe faced the same
question.
"We had respect for each
other," Frazier said. "I kn~
Earl would have to change his
game. He was coming to my
team. He couldn't play the way
he did in Baltimore. He'd have
to tone it down."
Monroe, whose rhythm on
the court had as much .... do
with jazz as basketball, came
to the Knicks from the
Baltimore Bullets during the
1971-72 season.
"It was relatively tough,
initially," he said. "We had
been mortal ~nemies with
these guys. I wanted to stay in
the NBA. I had no apprehension about coming. I
decided in my own head I
wanted to survive. This was
my last leg."
Monroe says Jackson, now
siddlined three to six weeks
following knee surgery,
reminds him of Frazier.
"He's really the glue," he
said. "He's realfy made
Patrick a player."

FLOOR, from Page 20
kept the Sa.ukis within while he exce!Js in scoring and
striking distance several times offensive punch, he comes up
in the first half. A Crei@ton short in leadership and overall
zone defense didn't hurt elther. . court controL
"I was surprised they stayed
The BJuejays 11M faced with
in it that long," Nurnberger an insunnwnb>bl~ task in
said. "I never figured anyone finding a guard to take charge
would play us in a zone. Maybe of the offense like Farr can.
they did not feel I had as good a What makes Farr such a gem,
season as last year. "
is when he takes command of
In the graduation of Nurn- Creighton, he actually takes
berger and Farr. the MVC' ~ control of the entire game.
losing the two best guards in
As James Farr goes, so go
the conference. aradley's
Anthony Manuel may have the~~e~~ true with Nurnbeen Player of the Year, but be.'"'gE'r to a certain extent. The

Burley'S Showbar
PRESENTS

Kendall Marvell
Thurs.

Quarter Moon

COUl~try Rock
Fri., Sat., Sun.
THUR-SUN 9 pm til 2 am

THUR LADIES' NilE
2 For 1 Drinks

HAPPY HOUR - DAILY

Saluki senior is not the vocal
leader Farr is, but packs a ton
offensively in the scoring
column.
Rich Herrin has the unenviable job of finding a scorer
who, when the chips are down,
can burry a few three-pointers
and tighten up the contest. The
personnel are on nand,
whether they rise to the occasion remains to be seen.
Kai Nurnberger and James
Farr, you will both be missed
dearly. For now, we can only
enjoy.

Bucknell faces best
in NCAA tournament
the last couplE' .)f years."
Bucknell, 23-7, won ~e
ECC regular season
championsbip and ~,as a
current six-game winning
streak.
The Bison lost to
Georgetown in the first
round two years ago, but
gained some resped in Ll)e
75-53 contest. Woollum
thinks the NCAA Tournament experience will help
hill players this time
arwnd.
"A lot of these kids have
been there before,"
Woollum said. "At the 17minute mark, we were up on
Georgetown. I'm not trying
to say we were as good as
C-f'Orgetown was, but we
came to the realization that
if we play our game, we can
make a good game of it. But
it was like a balloon. If you
take a pin andput a hole in
the balloon, all the air goes
out - and we deflated,"
This season marks
Bucknell's fourth 2O-victory
campaign of the 1980s arid
the 23 victoi1.es are the
second highest in school
history, one shy of the
school record set during the
1983-84 season.
While the Bison do not
have the gifted athletes
found in higher profile
programs, they play well as
a team, execute Woollum's
game plans nicely and
make few mistakes.
The Bison are the nation's
second-best free throw
shooting team .

TOWSON, Md. (UP!) Bucknell Coach Charlie
Woollum knows he may not
like his team's reward for
winning the East Coast
Conference tournament and
gaining an automatic berth
in the NCAA Tournament
for the second time in three
years.
Bucknell drew the last
seed in the East region of
the 64-team NCAA Tournament field two years ago
and was thrown against topseed Georgetown. ECC
champion Lehigh last
seuon was tossed in the
.ing against East region
top-seed aad No. 1 ranked
Temple in the first rwnd.
Woollum suspects his
Bison will be served as a
sacrificial offering to
Georgetown,
Syracuse,
North Carolina or some
other top-five team when
the NCAA Tournament
kicks off next week.
"If we draw the No. 1
team in the country, we'll
just do the very best we can.
I certainly don't think we
should be seeded 64th. But
I'm not the NCAA and I'm
not questioning them," said
Woollum, whose team
posted a 71-65 victory
Tuesday night over
Lafayette in the ECC
tournament final.
"I'm not trying to stand
here and tell you we're a
top-10 team or anything" but
I certainly think the East
Coast Conference hopefully
has gained some resoect in

BEST, from Page 20--As a coach, Ardrey flnds ti..:!
zOlIe meet to be an uplifting
experience.
"There are a great group of
coaches there. It's a fun
meet,.. be said. "There's a
very positive attirude about an
the rivalries. It's a very
supportive group of people tha t
keeps the cut-throat stuff out
of the meet and leave it up to
the kids,"

Owen's favor is her familiarity
with her competitors, as well
as Ardrey's reputation as a
solid coach.
"It is a homecoming of sorts
for her," Ardrey said. "She's
trained and competed with 90
percent of the kids in our ZC:le.
Our program's well-respected
in the zone, aad that's very
important from a judging
stJIndpoint."

Register Now for 2nd Session
1rI:_=R~F'l1Spring Workshops

~1~

Advance Registration Necessary

5·6 pm
25q Drafts
6-7 pm
75rt Can Beers & $1.00 Shots
(Open Daily 1 pm - 2 am)
Loca\L>d 1/2 Mile West, Off 1·57 at Johnston City Exit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parent/Kid Clay
• Raku
Papermaking
Landscape Painting
Kids Mixed Media
Kid1s Kites
Open Studio drawing
Beginning Guitar
Baskets
Origami
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Sports
NCAA bid on the line
In Gateway title game
By Troy Taylor
aouT..... 1.UNOII ATI.UNOII STAn!

StaffWrlter

Like two chess masters who
anticipate the other player's
moves, lllinois State coach Jill
JIutchison and SIU-C coach
Cindy Scott are as familiar
with their opJM.>nent's strategy
as they are With their own.
With that being the case,
don't expect any surprises
from either school when their
women's basketball teams
clash for the Gateway Conference champiol1Ship tonight
at Redbird Arena.
The game, which starts at 9
p.m., will be broadcast by
SportsVision and WEBQ-FM
(99.9). The winner receives an
automatic berth in the NCAA
tournament.
"Jill and I have been at our
schools a long time," said
Scott, who is in her 12th season
at SIU-C. "We know each
other's system very well.
That's the fun part, seeing
whose system will work that
night."
The same holds true for
. Hutchison, who is in her 18th
season with the Red' birds.
"We know what to expect from
each other. There's not a lot of
new twists that can be added.
It will boil down to who
executes the best. "
Top-seeded lllinois State (218ta" photo by 8 _ Merritt
7) won the first meeting this
Cathy Kampw..-th look. to pan through preuure In the season, 76-53, Jan. 2 at Horton
Salukll' aNS win over Drake Monday night Th. a.nlor tak.. Field Hou'le in Normal. The
an 11.5 point per gam. average Into tonight' a Gateway tour- second-seeded Salukis ( 19-9)
edged the Redbirds 53-51 last
nament chmplonlhlp at IIlInoil Sta...

Diver will
face best
opponents
By Troy Taylor
StaffWrlter

Laine OWen, the Salukis'
diving sensation on both the
on~ and three-meter boards,
will fact: some of the nation's
stiLfest competition at ThurLalne~.n
sday's Midwest Zoue meet in
Lincoln, Neb.
divers in the nation," An1rey
That's a beady experience said.
for anyone, but especially for
The top three on~meter
the freshman Owen. Diving divers and the top 4 threecoach Dave ~ says the meter divers from this meet
Norman, Okla., native is up to will qualify for the NCAA
the task, though.
finals, which start March 16 in
"She ball a good track
Indianapolis, Ind.
record, having competed well
Laine met tile qualifying
a~aionst two Olympians and
standards for the ZoDe meet
rune All-Americans already
twire this season. Sbe scored
this season," Ardrey said. "U
260.25 in the one-meter and
she dives consistently and with 255.15 in the three-meter in a
confidence, she's as good as
six-dive, dual meet against
anyone in the zone as a
Cincinnati on Jan. 15.
freshman."
The at the Midwest-Gateway
The top 30 divers from a
Championships last weekend,
geographic area extendmg she surpassed the qualifying
from North Dakota to Texas,
marks again in both events.
and from Nebraska to
The significance of the second
qualification was the lRtter
Missouri will compete.
meet required 11 dives, tbe
Although SIU-C is located east
same as the zone meet alld
of the Mississippi River, the
NCAA filUlls.
Salukis enter this zone because
"It definitely was mentally
of its obligation to the Gateway
helpful to Laine," Ardrey said.
Conference l
which is
headguarte[ eo in St. Louis.
"You don't get opportunitl~
Ararey said this zone mee, is
{or many ll-dive meets. You
comparable to the Regional in
have to prove to yourself that
NCAA basketball competition.
you have the stamina to
both in importance and level of
compete."
competition.
An additional bonus in
.. Last year our zone
represented four of the T~~_~" BEST, Pell_ 1 a
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Friday at the Arena.
In both contests, Illinois
State's 5-7 senior guard Pam
Tanner was the leading scorer,

r:t~d~r~~:~~.Nr~:!r:

leader in steals and assists,
she bas exemplified the effort
tiutchison expects from her
seniors in this crucial contest.
"This group of seniors has
never won a conference
championship," said Hutchison, whose Redbirds gave
up a 21-point Jead and ended up
losing last sessn's Gateway
title to Eastern Illinois.
"There's a lot of painful
memories from that one,"
Hutchison said. "That bas
made us very determined."

The Salukis boast the
strongest defense in the
conference, holding opponents
to 57 ~ints per game. Because
lllinOlS State has the m~t
productive offense in the
league at 76.5 poi'lts per game,
Scott said the outcome could
come down to individl,;,al
defensive matchups.
Scott's main concern is 5-0
sophomore Cindy Kaufmann,
: : : ~da~erfng~in~;3 s=~
semifinal win over Eastern.
The Salukis will honor
Kaufmann by putting dtfensive sparkplug Dana Fitzpatrick on her.

a.. BID, Pa". ,.

Back court battle highlights
Valley's best floor generals
I
By David Galllanettl

StaffWr1ter

Tuesday night's Missouri
Valley tournament championship was not just SIU-C
versus Creighton. There was a
more personal battlE being

I

Sports Analysis'~
waged on the court, and it was
quite a sight to behold.
Senior guards Kai Nurnberger of SIU-C aod
Creighton's James Farr bad
been ~ven the dubious task of
stoppmg one Ilnother twice
before. It hadn't gotten any
essier.
Nurnberger finished the
night with 28 points, and hit a
tournamentrecordei&htthreepointers. Farr, who racked up
11 points, hurried the biggest
shot of all - the jumper with
three seconds left that sunk the
Salukis' NCAA hopes.
So while the Bluejays tune
up for an NCAA regional, and
the Salukis prepare for what
looks to be a shoe-in spot ill the
NIT, arlY memories of the title

line on the court.
"His play is different than
mine," Nurnberger said. "He
runs the club, and tells pe;ople
where to go. He is not lookmg
to score.
"He mainly penetrates and
dishes off to the big guys. We
said in the pregame I was
supposed to play two steps off
him and make it harder to
penetrate. I don't think he
penetrated as much as he did
before."
On the Bluejays final play,
Farr said there was no set
strategy except to get him the

"I take mv hat off to Kai
Surnberger:l Farr l18id. "He
shot the lights out agairult us
again."
Farr is Crei$nton's
playmakcr, the seDlor who
keeps sophomores Bob Harstad and Chad Gallagher in

let him work his
"They were supposed to get
me the ball, and I was suI>posed to go ODe-C"I-one," Farr
said. "I was t<>ld to pass off if
they doubled Up on me. I
thought it would be up to me at
the f"\d of the game to either
take us inoo the NCAA'! or out

~~t;::r~ ~~~~~~~er ~~8i:nd

of them."

When his shot reached t.be
bottom of the net, Farr had
accomplished what he felt his
task would be. The senior led
the Bluejays rast the SaIWtis
into college basketball's
greatest spectacle.
Had Farr's shot not connected, or had Jerry Jones'
attempt found its hole, Nurnbe~er would be basking in the
sernot spotl~ht.
But there 15 no doubt, when
the final tally for tournament
MVP was counted, either Farr
or
Nurnberger,
anti

c:~h:n~~bo:ihs~~~w~rd~

The selection of Gallagher is a
tremendous oversight of the
talents, abilities and contributiollS ;)f these two seniors.
Indeed, it was Nurnberger's
unbelievable ~booting that
See FLOOR. Pew- 19

